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• Death in Caanan. An in
depth look at the Peter
Reilly case and the premier
of a unique new feature.
Pg. 4
• Linda Stephenson compiles some mouth-watering
(and cheap) recipies for
off-campus gourmets. Pg. 5
• "Better accomodations
could be found in the heart
of
the
South
Bronx."
Mishaps in Maintenance
and more...Pg. 7
• "It will shock you, it
k will
frustrate you and it will
sadden you." A review of
LOOKING
FOR
MR.
GOODBAR on Pg. 9.
• Halloween
at
Fairfield.
Ghosts, goblins and Jeanne
Dixon. For those brave
enough to read...Pg. 13
• Rugby Team sweeps Three
— Soccer still at a loss —
"But Don't Bet On It". Pg.
14.
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35 Take Seats In Delayed Vote
Write-ins, Low Turnout Raise Doubts About Legislature
by Trudy Neuhaus
Student Legislature elections
were held Tuesday after being
postponed one week. Of the 36
seats vacant in the legislature, 29
were filled by students who submitted petitions and six by students written-in by the voters. The
one seat remaining will be filled
by a runoff election in the commuter division due to a ten-way
tie for the last position —each person received two votes.
With the delay of elections, 16
additional petitions were handed
in, making the total submitted 31.
According to Jim O'Shaughnessy,

Chairman of the Government
Elections Commission, this, and
the fact that there were less writein candidates than last year, could
indicate a stronger legislature. "It
will be easier for the legislature to
work since 29 of the people who
wanted the position got it."
Still, however, of the some 2700
students who attend Fairfield University, only 664 ballots were cast,
or approximately 25% of the student body. The general reaction to
such a low voter turnout was that
it was "poor, but average." Steve
Pallone, who serves on the Executive Board of FUSA,5 contributes

Faculty Guns Down Changes,
But Core Issue Still Alive
by Patricia M. Reid
While the Curriculum Committee's proposed core revisions were
voted down by the faculty last
week, the issue of curriculum
change has not ended. As the
votes of the general faculty indicated, there is widespread division
among faculty members concerning the implications of the defeat

and how to reapproach the whole
question of changing the core.
The revisions to the core proposed by the Curriculum Committee were essentially designed to
give the freshmen more freedom
of choice in selecting courses
within the five required core areas
by allowing students to take ten
semester-long core courses fresh-

-Ballarmine Pond/Autumn-

Vutumn, the season of abrupt yet subtle change. Here the camera,
freezes the season's flux, capturing repitition of light, transition of form,
cycling progression, the twirling, cooling heart of autumn. (Photo by
Frank Godfrey)

man year. The proposal would not
only have eliminated many of the
required two-semester courses,
but was intended to expose students to a broader spectrum of the
liberal arts from which they could
later choose their majors. The proposal also offered the option to
substitute one semester of Philosophy with an additional Religious
Studies course.
Major difficulties with the proposal centered on the fact that
various departments would have
to revamp their course offerings,
creating more one-semester
courses and thus eliminating
many full-year studies such as
those presently taught in History
and Mathematics. Also, under the
new proposal courses would no
longer have to be taken in sequence; a factor which some departments, such as Language, regarded as detrimental to the
learning process.
The Curriculum Committee
worked all of last year on the proposed alterations. Dr. Richard Regan, Faculty Secretary, pointed
out that the proposal was only debated for approximately two
hours at the General Faculty
meeting where only 52 members
were present. "There was not
much constructive debate at all,"
commented Dr. Regan concerning
the faculty discussion that "consisted of broadsided attacks on
the curriculum from the point of
view of special interests."
Dr. Regan expressed concern
over poor attendance at the meeting in which only 25 per cent of
the general faculty were present,
saying, "It is symptomatic of the
lack of faculty interest." Although
attendance was low, the proposal
was even more overwhelmingly
defeated by the fact that 41 of the
votes cast i n opposition were by
proxy. When asked if the privilege
of vote by proxy may have been
abused, Dr. Regan stated that he
"plans to ask the Academic Council to reconsider the issue of proxy
votes."
Dr. Regan's opinion that re-

cont. on page 3

the lack of participation to "lack
of interest in the legislature. Students know very little about the
legislature—what it does or can
do. And few people, once they get
in, really want to learn how it
runs."
In many instances, write-in
members feel honored or obliged
to go, but if it doesn't hold their
interest, they resign. This creates
openings in the legislature as do
dismissals because of failure to atELECTION BREAKDOWN
LOYOLA
Denise Dzurec
George Schietinger
R.Scott Wilson
All others
Invalid
CONZACA
Joe Murphy
Betsy Cronin
Tim McDonald
Diane Dalessio
All others

JULIE
Sophia Clark
Trish Ginty

SOUTHEAST
Christine Neuhal
John Denobile
All others
Invalid
NORTHWEST
Pat Gizzo
Bob Stall
Kevin Lawlor
Rich D'Autilo
Laurence Wknig
All others
Invalid

FAREAST
Felicienne LeMall
Tom Spera
Michelle Terriault
Erila Serra
All others

72
70
66
7
1
216
55
44
42
36
11
188

2
1
3

46
45
21
1
112

tend the meetings, and appointments made to other positions
within FUSA from the legislature.
Steve Swantek, executive liaison
to the legislature, sees this constant turnover as "the reason why
the legislature is so ineffective:
"there were no permanent positions." This year a sub-commission has been established under
the Judicial Branch. It will solely
concentrate on filling the vacancies in order to prevent an occurrence like last year—there were
only 24 members for the latter
portion of the year.
Jim O'Shaughnessy feels that
"the legislature is definitely too
big." There is a bill ready to be introduced into the legislature to reduce the number of members, for,
as it has been proven, it is hard to
get enough people to fill the positions. O'Shaughnessy said that the
cooperation he received from the
legislature in running the election
was good, but there was little student interest.

McKay
Appears
Nov. 8

75
70
69
64
39
24
3
341

51
46
34
39
17
187

COMMUTERS
Kevin Collins
Deborah Hanstein
Kim Dowling
Ken Meehan
Pete Merkle
Allan Buman
fimRyan
10 tied with 2 votes
REGIS
Andy McGowan
Jim Connolly
Anthony Gee
Larry Goltlbier
All others
Invalid

OFF CAMPUS
Brian Flynn
Jim Hoefner
Jim Wehr
Blair Delker
Ray Hilkey
All others
Invalid

CAMPION
Claire Gilooly
Jane Wagner
Liz Scully
All others

47
32
37
37
32
32
3

—

40
38
34
5
41
1
158

87
80
77
23
22
87
2
376

10
39
6
65
120

Jim McKay, for the past 16
years host of ABC-TV's Wide
World of Sports program, and
equally renowned for his telecasts
of the Olympic Games, will speak
at Fairfield on Tuesday night,
November 8, in the Oak Room.
Jim McKay became the first
sports commentator to win an Emmy Award, presented in 1968, and
has subsequently received six additional Emmys. Two of these were
presented to him for his outstanding performance during the
1972 Olympic Games in Munich,
one for his reporting of the tragic
shootings during the games, and
another for his sports coverage.
During the course of his career,
McKay has covered the Olympics
seven times.
A limited number of tickets
available to the general public
without charge will be issued on a
first come, first served basis,
beginning October 24, and may.
be picked up in the Campus
Center office.
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Highlights of Week's Happenings
by Marianne Kenney

WORLD

5TH
SESSION

TREATIES PASS BY 2/1
MARGIN IN PANAMA
In a national plebiscite held this week,
the Panama Canal Treaties won solid approval by two-thirds of Panama's voters,
with a prevailing two-to-one margin in
favor of the treaties after 90 percent of
the ballots had been counted. Now attention is turned towards hopeful ratification
by the U.S., which requires a two-thirds
vote in the Senate. American employees
of the Panama Canal Company who oppose the treaties, which would turn full
control of the canal over to Panama by
the year 2000, made public copies of a
letter which suggested ways of insuring
Senatorial passage of the treaties. The letter was reportedly written by a Washington public relations firm and sent to Gabriel Lewis, Panama's Ambassador to the
United States. It proposed the formation
of a "U.S. Citizen's Committee for Passage of the Canal Treaties" to augment
the Administration's efforts to obtain approval in the Senate.

P.L.O. REJECTS PLAN
FOR PEACE CONFERENCE
The Palestine Liberation Organization
has rejected proposals for convening a
U.S.-Israeli Peace Conference in Geneva,
claiming that the Palestinian question has
been completely neglected. The organization's Executive Committee turned
down the plan under the direction of Yasir
Arafat, and will seek Arab support for its
action. The Soviet Union has already assured its absence from the conference if
the P. L. O. is excluded. Yasir Abed
Rabbo, the organization's information
chief, stated that the organization was
willing to participate in a Geneva conference that would insure lasting peace, but
that the Carter Administration made such
a possibility unlikely. After its meeting
the Palestinian's Executive Committee defended their position by saying that the P.
L. O. was the only legitimate spokesman
of the Palestinian people and represented
their national feeling at all international
conferences and forums. They insisted
that any international conference relating
to the Mideast crisis which was not based
upon the Palestine cause is sure to fail.

US PLEASED BY
NUCLEAR TALKS
Although last week's International Fuel
Cycle Evaluation Conference produced
no new settlements towards a slowdown
of the equipment spread that could facilitate the production of nuclear weapons,
top officials in the Carter Administration
said that the start of talks achieved the
main purpose of this 40-nation conference. The conference brought together
the major suppliers and importers of nuclear fuel and technology and marked the
beginning of a critical phase of President
Carter's plan for stopping the spread of
nuclear weapons. Carter's strategy in-

service would soon follow. Prior to the recent flights at Kennedy, the Port Authority had been pressured to develop a new
noise rule that would prohibit passenger
runs, even at the risk of banning some
subsonic jets. They now feel that since the
plane's noise level is equal only to that of
the loudest subsonic planes at takeoff
and quieter than many on landings, there
will be no way to rule against the Concorde without also disrupting a great percentage of Kennedy flights. The majority
view of those close to the issue is that the
Port Authority was hardly upset by the
outcome of the flights. It is believed that
the Port Authority had always intended to
allow the Concorde to land if forced to do
so by the Federal Government or the
Courts. In this way, there could be no
blame placed upon incumbent political
figures whose constituents considered
them influential in the issue.
British Airways and Air France are now
going ahead with plans for flights from
London and Paris to Kennedy International Airport, which are scheduled to begin
on November 22.

volves the reconciliation of conflicting
domestic and international pressures regarding the supply of nuclear equipment
and fuel, as well as the establishment of
an international fuel bank. Officials hope
that such proposals will convince skeptical governments that the Administration
is not completely opposed to nuclear
power, but seeks only to lessen its greatest risks.

NA TION
AFTER 9 MONTHS,
CARTER CHARGED AS
'INEPT'
Despite its bold attempts and potential
gains, the Carter Administration has
caused unease in Washington and provoked critics to question the President's
ability. President Carter, who has been
thought to demonstrate more style than
substance, is now being criticized for a
weakness in that style. Admittedly, the
President has recorded significant
achievements in several fields, but he has
also experienced failures and setbacks.
The final outcome on issues such as the
energy policy is not yet clear. One Democratic Senator's staff assistant said he had
never heard so many suggestions of ineptness in a new administration. Such remarks were representative of those contained in recent interviews of a cross-section of members of Congress, of Congressional Staff members and Committee officials, of lobbyists for public interest
groups, labor and business.

MANDATORY
RETIREMENT BANNED BY
SENATE BILL
The influence of the "gray power"
movement in Washington was clearly es-

Good
Times
Cafe
Rte. 1 County Mall Norwalk 847-0216

tablished last week when the Senate
passed legislation prohibiting mandatory
retirement before the age of 70 for most
workers. Last month the House passed an
even stricter bill with little opposition,
and after differences are worked out, the
measure will most surely become law.
This week's legislation met with some opposition from powerful organizations
such as the Chamber of Commerce and
the National Association of Manufacturers, yet few votes were cast against the
measure.
Starting with the adoption of Medicare
legislation in 1965, the old people's lobby
has won several victories, such as the
Older American's Act, which finances
service programs for the elderly, and a
law that protects private pension plans.
Last month a Senate amendment was
passed to lower utility rates for the elderly.

ABORTION FOES
STRENGTHEN CAMPAIGN,
GAIN SUPPORT
The recent anti-abortion stands in all
three branches of the Federal Government have encouraged the organization
of broad-based and highly-financed campaigns by groups across the country. The
ultimate hopes of supporters include a reversal of the 1973 Supreme Court decision
which legalized abortions with a constitutional amendment. The drive, supported by a several million-dollar investment,
has influenced an increasing number of
states to stop Medicaid abortions since
August 15, when the result of judicial decisions and Congressional mandates resulted in a cutoff of Federal funding. Although anti-abortionists have benefited
from a recent conservative "slap" aimed
at women's issues, minorities and liberalism in general, supporters of abortion
rights are now preparing to defend their
position and launch a vigorous counterattack, such as has not occurred since the
1973 Supreme Court decision.

TRI-STATE
CONCORDE PASSES
NOISE TEST:
GO-AHEAD PROBABLE
The low level of noise emitted by the
supersonic Concorde airliner during test
takeoffs and landings this week served to
convince officials of the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey that passenger

ROCK

BANDS

POLICEMEN FAIL NY
CORRUPTION-COMPLAINT
TESTS
Sixteen police officers, including a lieutenant, five sergeants and eight detectives, face disciplinary action by the New
York City Police Department for their failure to pass an "integrity control test". 60
officers, or two-thirds of those tested last
spring passed the examination, which was
performed by the internal affairs division
of the police department. The aim of the
test was to determine whether police officers would report, as is expected, any sign
of corruption or serious misconduct that
they are aware of concerning another
member of the force. Although the tests
were taken without the knowledge of
those being tested, the State Supreme
Court found in favor of their legality.
James M. Taylor, overseer of the anti-corruption efforts within the department,
said this test and others had been prompted by a significant reduction in the number of reported complaints of police corruption received by the internal affairs
division.

CONNECTICUT
COMMISSIONER
PONDERS DROP
IN SCHOOL STANDARDS
Amidst the struggle to formulate an
adequate plan for financing and desegregating public schools in Connecticut,
State Commissioner Mark R. Shedd^faces
another problem: the "perceived drop in
academic standards" in the educational
system. Shedd feels that the underlying
issue is the widespread belief that students get promoted from grade to grade
and graduate from high school without
the ability to perform certain basic academic skills. Although school financing,
desegregation and student achievement
are all wrapped up in the political system
as well as in the educational sphere, the
issue of student achievement, that of testing, evaluating and improving it, remains
Mr. Shedd's main focus. Neither Shedd's
predecessors nor previous legislatures
have resolved the issues and the time has
come for the shrugging off of legal pressures in order to make some definite decisions on financing, desegregation and
student achievement, which are sure to
have a significant effect on the state's
educational system.

CARLSON
Music Studio
LESSONS—ALL INSTRUMENTS
3782 MAIN STREET, BRIDGEPORT

Come 'n' Party

Ralph Carlson,
Director

Studio 374-2321
Res. 384-6149
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Cat Burglar Strikes Student Beach Houses
BY John Lohrs
Students living on Fairfield
Beach Rd. have a problem and
whether they realize it or not, it's
not just high tides and rain. Over a
period of five weeks, beginning on
the twenty-fourth of September,
six different houses have been forcibly entered and there have been
losses ranging anywhere from ten
dollars to a five thousand dollar
new car.
According to police reports, it
all started on Saturday, September 24th when an intruder entered the home of Mary Ann
Colangelo at 931 Fairfield Beach
Rd. He had cut the screen
covering an unlocked window and
between the hours of 12 midnight
and 8:00 A.M. proceeded to make
off with a small amount of cash
and a new Oldsmobile. Six days
later, not more than a few houses
away, Ceraldine Morrisy returned
home to find her door unlocked
and the phone off the hook. A fur-

ther investigation revealed that a
12 x 18 storm window screen had
been ripped (through which the
burglar gained access to the
house), the dresser drawers had
been searched, and ten dollars
belonging to Kathy Gillette, was
missing. Police believe the thief
made his escape through the
downstairs door.
The night of October 1st turned
out to be a doubleheader. First
was the house of Mary Beth
McElrath, 855 Beach Rd., where
the screen to the kitchen window
was discovered ripped. The
dresser and closets had been searched and Mary Beth was suddenly
twenty dollars poorer not to mention the loss of some blank
checks, a bankcard and twentyfive dollars of her Roommates'
money. The burglar had taken the
precaution of unscrewing the outside porch light before entering
the house. One curious point, the
window through which the robber
had supposedly entered is appro-

Concern Remains
Over Drinking
by Gerry Gunning
The current drinking problem
which has been plaguing colleges
nationwide is clearly evidenced at
Fairfield, according to Dean
Schimf of Student Services. He
stated that, "A weekend doesn't
go by without a student getting
hurt or in some other trouble
because of excessive drinking."
Assistant Dean Samway remarked
that besides the injuries and
damage which is a reflection of
the excessive drinking, a study
done of the drinking patterns at
Fairfield clearly shows that there
is a problem here. Both Dean Schimpf and Dean
Samway pointed out that there is
no easy solution to such an extensive problem, but by taking
preventive action and providing
alternative activities we can try to
modify the problem. They added
that while excessive drinking has
heen on the rise over the last five
years, it seems to have tapered off
in the last two years. Student Services is trying to make students
more aware of the serious consequences of excessive drinking by
developing
an
educational
program. Dean Schimpf is also trying to encourage non-drinking activities, and commented that "On
the rare occasions there are nondrinking events, students have enjoyed them."
Mark Dorrigan, President of the
Student Association, thinks the
problem has been blown out of
proportion. He stated that, "Fairfield, like any other campus, has a
lot of drinkers, but it's only a very
few problem drinkers that cause
all the trouble." Dorrigan believes
that Student Services has gone too

far with their strict enforcement of
the rules, and a compromise must
be reached. He added that "the
majority of mature students on
campus are not given enough
freedom and responsibility and
are suffering because of a small
minority." Citing the fact that
every rule has been endorsed by
some group of students, Dean
Schimf remarked, "the rules were
developed out of concern for the
students and designed to protect
student rights."
The new Assistant Director of
Housing, Don Hastings, also
believes that drinking is a big
problem at Fairfield. He feels that
there is a great deal more drinking
going on in the dorms of Fairfield
than in other college dorms. Mr.
Hastings feels that "the official
dorm parties have gone very well.
It's the private parties that are the
real problem. Students try to control them, but they can't handle it
and things tend to go wrong." He
added, "In comparison to
drinking, there isn't that much
dope around. Drinking is our big
problem —the era of drugs is pretty much over."
The controversy surrounding
the drinking problem began two
years ago with the release of the
study of drinking patterns, attitudes, and cultures of Fairfield
University by Genevieve Burch,
former Professor of Sociology
here. The report, which was both
heavily criticized and praised,
covered all aspects of the drinking
patterns at Fairfield. The study's
conclusions and recommendations are the backbone of
Student Service's attack on
drinking at Fairfield University.

ximately twenty feet high, yet
there were no footprints or ladder
marks when police arrived. When
An Ounce Of Prevention
the neighbors were questioned, it
was found that there were no ladLieutenant Sullivan of the Fairfield Police has asked for your
ders left outside in the area, conco-operation in this case, as well as offering a few suggestions in
venient for the robbers use.
terms of prevention:
use.
The same night, a beach house
1) Lock your house! This includes all windows and doors when
at 1235 Beach Rd. was broken inyou're gone, even if its only for a half-hour. Remember, if your
to, again with the use of a ladder.
house is marked for burglary, the thief knows when you're gone
However, this time it was with the
and all entries so far have been through un-locked passages.
aid of the landlord's ladder which
is usually kept outside. Mary Hag2) Report any suspicious activity you see, even if it involves a
ner, the leasee, had one hundred
fellow student. Remember, it is highly possible that a student is
dollars stolen and again, the
responsible for these robberies. Also, report any info, you may
burglar came in through an
have concerning the last six robberies. In the course of our inunlocked window.
vestigation, we told the Police some details that they were
The next weekend, on the night
unaware of. If you have any info, or if you see anything
of October 9th, the beachhouse of
suspicious, call the police at 255-3311.
Chris Rossi at 1648 Beach Rd. was
broken into and fifteen dollars, as
3) The police have a "House Check List" that you can have your
well as a transistor radio was
house put on if you know that you're going to be gone for an exstolen.
tended period (three-day weekends, Christmas, etc.). If you are
And finally, on the Saturday of
on this list, a cruiser will stop at your house every day and an offiHarvest Weekend, October 15,
cer will make sure that the house is secure. To get on this list, call
the last known robbery occured at
the Police at the number above and they'll arrange it.
2117 Beach VjRd. While in the
process of taking about three hundred dollars, the burglar ap- The thief also knows exactly when student since nobody has reported
parently helped himself to a glass people are gone or asleep, which any suspicious looking people at
of wine and then left in a Buick indicates that the houses are being the scene of the crimes and he (or
belonging to Tom Fanning, a staked out, and all entries have she) obviously knows enough
resident of the house. As of this been through unlocked windows. about these people to tell exactly
date, both this car and Mary Ann It would also appear that it is a when the house is empty or all the
Colangeio's car have been one man operation since only light occupants are asleep.
The Fairfield Police have inrecovered.
things such as money, keys, and a
In all cases, the Police have transistor radio were taken and he formed the Mirror that patrols are
been unable to find any finger- left behind such valuable items as being stepped up in the area,
especially on weekends. Because
prints or clues of any kind. This steros, TV's etc.
of the relatively small cash loss,
seems to indicate that the thief
normally this case would not rate
knows what he is doing, at least to
as a top priority but owing to the
a certain degree. There are patJudging then from the evidence consistency and frequency of
terns and similarities that
develop. All of the robberies have and from what police have said to burglaries, the case has been turbeen on weekends and only stu- various people, including one of ned over to the Burglary Division
dents' houses have been involved. the victims, the thief is probably a for special attention.

Core cont. from page 1
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newed interest in revising the core
will have lo come from the administration, as he does "not see the
faculty generating new initiative"
in light of the faculty voting
against a directive to the Curriculum Committee to come up
with an alternate plan, was supported by Dr. Rosivach. "The administration is lacking on expressing leadership in this area," stated
Dr. Rosivach. He added, "There
has been no pressure or indication
from students that they want
change."
Dr. Rosivach cited the "lack of
flexibility of choice to students
and poor teaching" as major problems with the present core. Concerning poor teaching, Dr. Rosivach explained, "People don't
know what to do teaching core
courses and they often underchallenge students." He added that it
is "not the responsibility of the
Curriculum Committee" to improve poor teaching but that of
the administration.
When ask ed why the proposal
was defeated without any attempt
to amend problem areas, Dr. Rosivach commented, "The reform
went down on the basis of narrow
parochial interests." He expressed
regret that no amendment effort

was made, saying of the proposed
changes, "The document was a
talking paper and as such should
have been regarded as a source
which was possible to amend."
Regarding any renewed effort to
work on curriculum changes, Dr.
Rosivach recognizes the need for
a "pile of external pressures" to be
placed on the faculty before anything is to be accomplished.
A member of the Religious Studies Department, Prof. Humphrey
saw "several real problems" with
the proposed revisions. He cited
the lack of sequence in History
and Language courses as a problem. Prof. Humphrey admitted
that he did not feel comfortable
with the overall revision package
as it was proposed, saying, "We
want a core curriculum to be
something that works." He suggested that the Curriculum Committee "needed to have objective
grounds (outside data) for comparison" to support any proposals. While Mr. Humphrey said he
hopes "members of the Curriculu
lum Committee, despite the vote
of the faculty, would consider
new alternatives, "he regards the
faculty vote as "psychologically
very discouraging."
The Curriculum Committee ap-

Campus Notes
• Sperry and Hutchinson Company has presented Fr. Fitzgerald with
a $2,000 check for support of a symposium entitled "Public Television in Southwestern Connecticut," which will be held on Friday,
October 28 from 2-5 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium. Admission is free
for the general public. Fairfield was one of 34 colleges and universities out of 227 applicants to win an S&H Lectureship this year.
• A one-day workshop on "The Dilemma of Life and Death" will.be
conducted on Tuesday, November 1, by the Bureau of Business and
Public Administration at Fairfield. Participants will discuss the medical legal, philosophical, and religious perspectives of continuing or
ceasing life saving treatment for severely disabled patients. To register, call the Bureau of Business and Public Administration at the
University.
,.
• "DANCERS" the contemporary ballet company under the direction of Dennis Wayne, will highlight the Center for Continuing Education's Special Events program with a lecture/demonstration tonight at 800 p.m., in the Oak Room. A question and answer period
will follow the performance. For ticket information call the Center
for Continuing Education.
Fr. George McCarron, Registrar, has announced that now would be
an opportune time for all students to djust their Spring Semester

Schedules. As of December 1st, the usual fee will go into ettect.
• The Campus Ministry invites all students to take part in a University
Retreat Program. A number of weekend retreats have been planned
for this school year, dealing with various topics. Anyone interested
should contact Fr. Frank Moye, Fr. Paul Carrier or Ms. Mary Margaret
Quinn in Loyola 11E, for details.
• WVOF will play the live tape from last Spring's Billy Joel concert
this Sunday, October 30th, at 10:00 p.m.
• A symposium on the future of public television will be held from 25 p.m. on Friday, October 28 in Gonzaga Auditorium. The symposium will be open without charge to the public. Moderating the panel
will be Rick Beatty, a member of the Carnegie Commission on Public
Broadcasting in New York City.
• The New England Woodwint Quintet will perform at Fairfield on
Wednesday, November 2 at 8:30 p.m. in the Oak Room.
OOPS!!!
• Due to an incorrect news source, The Mirror reported last week
that Dr. Frank F. Bukvic of the Modern Language Department had
been recently promoted to full professor. Dr. Bukvic has actually
been a full professor at Fairfield for over a year. We apologize to Dr.
Bukvic for the slip, and hope he enjoyed the celebrated attention
which the news release brought him.

proved the entire revision package
Jast spring, by a very narrow margin. Dr. Stabile stated that because the committee was "split
down the middle, they should
never have allowed the package
to get to the faculty." The modern
language professor said, "At first,
I was positively oriented toward
the whole proposal because
courses would be forced to be
taught differently and a choi ce
"would be provided to the students." He explained that he had
to reconsider the proposal not
only because of the need for sequence in language courses but
because of his students' reactions.
Dr. Stabile said that most of his
freshmen and sophomores felt
that ten core courses in freshman
year would be "to confusing."
Dr. Stabile acknowledged that
personal interests may have been
in part the reason for the faculty's
crushing vote. "The choice presented by the proposal itself
causes problems. Some of the faculty could see where students
would choose consistently one
course over another and so some
courses would have to be eliminated," stated Stabile. He also
said there may be concern that
some jobs might also have been
lost. He suggested that an attitude
may exist among some of the faculty "which says the present core
could be accepted by any intellectual group and so they are trying
to force" the existing core on the
students. Dr. Stabile added, "It is
a matter of not perceiving students minds."
Speaking along lines similar to
Dr. Rosivach's concerning problems with the present system, Dr.
Stabile agreed that "There should
be a choice within freshman core
areas." He emphasized the primary problem to be: "Students
don't see an integration of core
courses. Faculty members often
do not make an effort to show the
relation of their course to other
core areas." The professor indicated that he "favors reduction of
segments of the core" and believes there should be a "rethink-

cont. on page 13
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CaQiEJjJ/IN DEPTH
Peter Reilly: Murder or Frame Up
Editor's Note: This account of the developments in the
Peter Reilly case, is the first in a series of articles exploring topics of interest and importance on National, State
and Local levels. It is the purpose of this feature to
explore in a more "in-depth" fashion these news stories
and the issues they involve. Your comments and
suggestions as to what stories should be covered in this
section are welcomed.
by Gary Gentile

-~

It was a cold September evening when Peter Reilly
drove his metalic blue Corvette into the driveway. He
stepped out of the car, fiddled with the headlight a
bit, locked the door and then stepped inside the
small, drab shack which he shared with his mother,
Barbara Gibbons. At this point, the actual events are
not clear. Either Peter said "Hi Mom, I'm home",
went into the bedroom and discovered his mother
lying dead on the floor; or he entered, had an argument and committed one of the most horrifying and
grusome murders in Connecticut history. Whatever
the case, he then called an ambulance, the hospital
and the family doctor. At 10:02, September 28, 1973,
the State Police arrived on the scene and Peter Reilly
was taken into custody as the prime suspect in the
murder of Barbara Gibbons. And after twenty-five
hours of questioning and a damaging lie-detector
test, Peter confessed. What follows is clear: A long
courtroom battle, an attack on the tactics of the
State Police, an unprecedented effort to prove Peter
Reilly guilty, an equally unprecedented uprising of
support which included such noteables as Arthur
Miller, William Styron and others, and finally, the
creation of a million questions which to this day
have not been satisfactorily answered and a mystery
which to this day, five years after her death, still
remains: Who killed Barbara Gibbons?
This story will trace the events of the last five years
and will introduce you to the saga which has gripped
a State in its claws and a drama which, like an Arthur
Miller play, asks those embarrasing questions and
threatens to attack our very basic notions such as
Justice and Fair play. It will introduce you to those
characters at the center of the play and, ultimately,
will leave you unsettled, unsure and, hopefully,
outraged.
At 11:45 pm, Sept. 28, Barbara Gibbons was pronurv-orl DOS (Dead on the Scene) by Dr. Ernest
Izumi, Litcntiela County's Assis. Medical txa.nir.ci.
Barbara's throat had been slashed almost to the point
of decapitation. There was a hole in her right hand
which was frozen in a clutching position. Six human
hairs were found in this "defense wound". There was
a deep gash in her lower left abdomen and three of
her ribs were broken. Her vagina had been violently
penetrated with some object, causing deep
lacerations into her pelvis as well as her outside
genetalia. Finally, there were various abrasions over
her body and her thigh bones, the two strongest
bones in the body, had been broken. Most of her
blood had been pumped out of her body and covered
the floor. She was naked except for a "T" shirt which
was shoved up around her neck. Her clothes were in
a pile in the corner of the room, soaking wet. There
was a bloody footprint in the bedroom and the back
door, which was usually locked, was found open with
the only identifiable fingerprint at the scene on it: it
was not Peter's.
Falls Village is a typical small Connecticut town
which relies on volunteers to run its services. There is
a Volunteer Fire Dept. and a Volunteer Ambulance
crew. The town relies on the Caanan barracks of the
Connecticut State Police for its police protection. So
it was that at 10:02 P.M., the State Police arrived at
the small shack on Route 63 to discover Peter Reilly
and his friend Geoff Madow waiting for them in
front. They discovered the body on the floor in the
small bedroom, next to the bunk beds where Barbara
and Peter slept. Seargent Percy Salley took a
statement from Peter concerning his whereabouts for
the day. From the last time Peter saw his mother alive
to the time he found her dead, the statement reads:
"We both (Peter and Geoff Madow) stayed at my
house until 7:20 P.M. At this time we both left for the
Teen Center in North Caanan. Geoffrey drove his car
and I drove my mother's car. We got there around
7:30-7:35 P.M....We stayed there until about 9:30
P.M. I dropped John Sochocki off at his house
located on the road to the dump. After dropping
John off I came directly home. I arrived home
between 9:50-9:55 P.M. I parked the car in front of
the house and got out to fix a headlight. I got back in
the car and shut it off. I got out and locked the car. I
went inside and said, "Mom, I'm home." My mother
didn't answer. I looked through the doorway and
didn't see her in bed. I then saw her lying on the
floor. She was having a problem breathing and she
was gasping. I saw the blood at this time. I didn't
touch my mother but went straight to the telephone
and called Marion Madow...Mrs. Madow told me to
call my family doctor, that they would be right down.
I then called information and asked for Dr.
Bornemann in Caanan. I got the number and called
him. I got Mrs. Bornemann...Dr. Bornemann was out
of town and said that I should call the Sharon
Hospital Emergency Room. I went outside and threw

the charcoal grill out of the way. I then moved my
car to the right side of the house. I then went to the
driveway and waited for the police or the
ambulance. While I was waiting, Geoffrey Madow
came and we both went in and looked at my mother.
The pages were signed by Peter and witnessed by
Trooper Bruce McCafferty.
Lieutenant James Shay searched Peter as well as
Geoff Madow. Rielly was brought down to the
Caanan Barracks at about two in the morning in a
cruiser when he unemotionally remarked to a
trooper, "This is an interesting case." The next
chapter in this "interesting case" would be written at
State Police Headquarters in Hartford, Connecticut,
the State Capital. In the city where the laws were
made, the laws were about to be tested.

To give a detailed account of all that took place in
the next twenty-five hours would be to reprint the
tape recordings of the interrogation and lie-detector
test that took place. But for our purposes, certain
highlights and pertinent facts will suffice and, to
satisfy criticism concerning the taking of things out
of context, I challenge anyone to read the transcripts
and come up with a different conclusion.
Peter slept for four hours at the Caanan Barracks.
At 12:00 noon, he was woken up and taken to
headquarters in Hartford. He was wearing the same
clothes, the same shoes that he wore to school the
day before, at the Teen Center meeting and when the
Police found him at the murder scene. Joanne
Mulhern who saw Peter at the meeting was looking at
him now and signed a sworn statement saying that
the clothes she saw him wearing at thp nr"=s>t:~6 v. . ;
thf* ol*M-k^s !-»** k^c! ~~

"»r*t«-.

In Hartford, the interrogation began with a
polygraph test administered by Sgt. Tim Kelley. Up to
this time Peter had been given his rights several times
and signed a statement saying that he was taking the
lie-detector test voluntarily. In fact, he asked to take
the test because he wanted proof positive that he
was telling the truth. Before the test began, Kelley
again read Rielly his rights and again Peter
understood them but saw no need for a lawyer since
he maintained that he was innocent.
When Sgt. Kelley hooked him up to the polygraph,
he went over with Peter the questions which he was
about to ask. He asked Peter if they were all right, if
he understood them. Peter agreed. He was eager'to
take the test. Peter was given a simple test to see if
the machine could pick out a lie, to see if Peter was
testable. He was perfect. Here are the questions and
answers of that polygraph test, the test which, when
used with the skills of Lieutenant Shay and Sgt.
Kelley and twenty-five hours of interrogation would
ultimately lead to a signed, sworn statement of guilt.
K: (Kelley) Is your first name Peter?
P: Yes
K: Did you ever deliberately hurt somebody?
P: No
K: Last night, did you hurt your mother?
P. No
K: Right now, do you live in Connecticut?
P: Yes
K: Do you know how your mother's legs were
broken?
P: No
K: Besides what we've talked about, have you done
anything else that you're ashamed of?
P: No
K: When you came home last night, did you talk to
your mother?
P: No
K: Last night do you know for sure who hurt your
mother?
P: No
K: Did you ever deliberately hurt somebody?
P: No
K: Last night did you hurt your mother?
P: No
K: Do you have a clear recollection of what
happened last night?
P: Yes
K: Is there any doubt in your mind Pete?
P. Can you stop the test?
K: O.K.
P: I didn't understand that last question.
K: I think we've got a little problem here Pete.
P: What do you mean?
K: About hurtjng your mother last night.
P: I didn't do it.
According to the machine, Peter Reilly was lying.

What follows next is the interrogation, all recorded
on tape, the transcripts of which I have taken from
two books on the subject: A Death in Caanan by Joan
Barthel and Cu;7ty Until Proven Innocent by Donald
Connery. The interrogation is important, not only for
what it tells us about Peter's guilt or innocence, but
what it tells us of State Police methods and values. At
this point, Reilly is their main suspect and, reading
the interrogation transcripts, it seems that they
would do anything to solve the case quickly and
efficiently. This is not to say that Peter Reilly is
innocent, but that the State Police are guilty of what
State Police Commisioner Edward Leonard has called
"overzealousness." Let us look at exerpts of this
interrogation.
After the polygraph examination, when Sgt. Kelley
asked if he understood all of the questions, Peter
replied "Does it look like I was lying to you? K: That
wouldn't be fair for me to say... Did any of these
questions bother you? P: Well, whether I harmed my
mother or not. K: Why? P: Well, that question...they
told me up at the barracks yesterday that-how some
people don't realize-all of a sudden, fly off the
handle for a split second...K: Right P:...and it leaves a
blank spot in their memory. K: Right. This will help
bring it out."
This is the first instance of hesitation on Peter's
part concerning his innocence. This thought, allowed
to stir in Peter's mind while he slept at Caanan and
drilled into his mind for twenty-five hours in
Hartford, was ultimately used to explain why he
couldn't remember doing it and why he couldn't
remember details. Peter tested negative on the
lie-detector; another fact which he was not allowed
to forget. Peter was also kept detatched from the
outside world. When called by friends and relatives,
the Hartford headquarters denied knowledge of
Peter's whereabouts.
Throughout the ensuing conversations, a tired and
hungry Peter Reilly continually denied his guilt, but
that "black-out" possibility kept creeping up on him
until he started questioning himself: "Could I have
done it?" The transcript is peppered with sections
such as "P: Your lie chart says I did it. I still say I
didn't. K: There is no doubt in my mind from these
charts that you did it, but why and how? P: That's
what I don't know. If I did it, I don't remember it."
The interrogators kept bringing up Peter's home life
and how terrible it was. Kelley kept emphasizing
their constant arguments. There are key passages in
this part of the interview which set the tenor for the
rest in terms of Peter's consistent uncertainty. "K:
Did you step on her legs or something? While she was
on the floor? And jump up and down? P: I could
have. K: Or did you hit her? P: That sounds
possible...K: Can you remembeT stomping on her
legs? P: You say it, then I imagine I'm doing it."
However, it was when Lieutenant Shay came into the
room that the "overzealousness", the trickery and
the lies began. This all served to reinforce Peter's
own self doubt and made it easier to resign himself to
his "guilt". P: I think I did it. S: Don't be afraid to say
'I did it'. P: But I'm incriminating myself by saying I
did. S: We have, right now, without any word of your
mouth, proof positive. P: That I did it? S: That you
did it. P: So O.K. then, I might as well say I did it."
For Shay,-a professional Police Officer, to tell Peter
that they had proof positive without his confession
was an outright and a horrendous lie for two reasons:
1. In court, the only solid piece of evidence that the
prosecution had was the confession and 2. To this
day, almost five years later, the State Police still
don't have enough evidence to even make a new trial
worthwhile.
The major point here is that Peter's confession was
not a wholly voluntary statement but a compilation
of suggestions. Also, remember that Peter asked
Trooper Mulhern to include in the confession the
fact that he wasn't sure of what he said.
P: I don't know what to do Jim. I'm still not positive
any of that happened...My original statement was
the only thing I was positive about...
M: I'm going to take a statement and you tell me just
what you just told me here a few minutes ago.
P: Now wait a second. Can this be used against me
now?
M: Oh yes.
P: Then why should I say something that I'm not sure
of if it can be used against me?
M: Well, this is what I'm saying. I'll take the
statement. You give it to me and I'll write it up.
P: Mm. In the statement,can we say that I'm not sure
of...
M: Yeah, whatever you tell me, I'll put in there.
P: The whole statement that I make, I'm not sure of.
M: This will be included in there.
P: O.K. But the entire statement that I make, I'm not
sure of.
Nowhere in his confession does that qualification
appear.
The next morning, after a full nights rest, Peter
rescinded his confession.
NEXT WEEK: the Peter Reilly trial and subsequent
new trial hearing. Plus, the latest developments in
the case including interviews with T.F. Gilroy Daly,
Anthony Carson, Peter's present attorney and author
Donald Connery.
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LIBRARY TIPS
By Sharon Broadbin
and John Baron
Have you ever thought twice
about going into the Nyselius
Library when you are attacked by
a group of semi-concious students begging for oxygen? I did,
once but being the true Jesuit
scholar that I am, I proceeded
into the Dewey Decimal twilight
zone anyway. I got no farther
than the rip off prevention bars,
when I understood the reason for
the slightly magenta faces of the
gasping victims—the library had
become as hot as the Torrid Zone.
Being bogged down with a sweater and down vest, I began to work
up a sweat and maybe it was a
mirage, but I could swear I saw
tropical birds swooping overhead.
So what if legend had it that two
people have died and one has
been on a respirator since '68
from spending a marathon four
hours in this stuffy library, I
would bravely take on the
challenge.
The library was fairly full and I
decided to creep upstairs to the
third floor and study my
philosophy. Halfway up the stairs,
I was warmly greeted by the
mysterious stranger on the wall
who looks like a by product of a
Mel Brooks movie. I am not the
paranoid type but you can't tell
me that painting doesn't stare and
say something obscene to itself as
each one of the students go by.
Walking through, I thought I
obviously had the wrong floor.
This was the audition room for
the Gong Show I thought to
myself. It had to be—one student
was leaning his chair all the way
back, swaying and singing at the
same time, another was laughing
and beating his desk with a pencil
and still another was discussing
and giving commentary on the
New York Yankees. But where is
the study section, I asked myself?
Clutching my books, I earnestly
attempted to find this place, but
it was to no avail; it did not exist.
Through a freak of nature, I
found a seemingly quiet place
and opened my "Confessions of
St. Augustine" book, then all of
a sudden, amid the silence, I
heard the peculiar crackling noise
of a chocolate chip cookie
wrapper slowly being opened. It
was then that I had a gut feeling
in the pit of my abdomen that
someone was out to get me.
The crackling stopped but now
a girl who just entered saw her
friend
and
screamed
"hey
Chrissie, how are you? where
were you at lunch?" (from her
tone I thought she hadn't seen
"Chrissie" in years.) They began

to chatter and discuss last night's
beach party and then started to
hysterically laugh. Maybe if I was
Annette Funnicello I would have
appreciated it too but after five
minutes of trying to concentrate I
realized it wasn't possible. I flung
a wicked look at my disturbers
and if I didn't retain myself, I
would have flung St. Augustine as
well. I knew when I started to talk
to the tropical birds, I was close
to insanity. In order to save
myself, the best thing was to get a
change of atmosphere and get a
head start on my term paper due
next month. I approached the
research
librarian,
otherwise
known as the "patron saint of
term paper writers," for aid. She is
a kind helpful woman who knows
everything. She knows where to
look for books, use a microfilm
machine, never confuses the
PMCA with the MCA and has
committed to memory the entire
floorplan of the Library of
Congress; but her guess is as good
as yours as to where the
restrooms are. She was able to tell
me where I could find my book
downstairs, the catalog number,
supplied me with a few lengthy
quotes, and gave a detailed
summary of each chapter—she
was even better than the
Monarch Notes.
On my way downstairs, I
stopped halfway again to admire
the beautiful work of art on the"
wall. This one was an abstract
design depicting the existential
unity of mankind or something. It
wasn't as exciting as last year's
broad laying on a towel, but it
sure had depth. I went down the
remaining stairs, affectionatly
referred to as "Dante's Inferno,"
and snatched my book. When I
surfaced, I knew I quickly had to
leave because I just wasn't up to a
respiratory malfunction, at least
not today.
As I was leaving, I was rather
appalled when the librarian said
to me, "exuse me, I have to
desensitize you,"
but after
realizing what she meant, I
quickly gave her my books. I was
impressed with the modern
electrical alarm system to prevent
people from escaping with their
books and I wondered if San
Quentin knew about this.after I
was checked, I bid the librarians
goodbye and marched out the
door. On the way down the path,
I smiled to myself. It was cold
now but a sudden unexpected rise
of temperature would soon occur,
I made sure I left the library doors
open.

DUMMY DROPPING:

Autumn Tradition with
Certain Fairfieid Youths

by Allen Berman
Hundreds of Fairfieid students were shocked in the early evening
of Tuesday 18th when a stuffed dummy fell in front of them from
the balcony on the far side of the Campus Center. According to
Rick, 14, one of the two youths responsible for the happening, it was
done because "It's Halloween."
The leaf-filled dummy was dropped repeatedly as small groups of
students passed under the balcony. Reactions were varied. Rick
said, "some of them would yell and scream...others I guess were
used to it...maybe they're from New York." His accomplice, Brian,
13, said, "The girls were gettin' really scared."
One of the surprised students, Susan Prunier, said, "I heard some
one screaming. I thought someone was falling off the roof." Her first
reaction: "catch him!"
Another student, Jo Ann D'Angela said, "I didn't see the
dummy—the scream was enough."
Billie Kubaugh, who described the youths as "obviously
pre-college people," said, "I knew it was coming."
Between 50 and 75 amused students, watching from the Campus
Center mezzinine, cheered on the youths. Commenting on his
audience, Rick said that he was "gonna pass the hat around."
Describing their style, one said, "We just walked up and just
chucked it off the balcony."
The two conducted a similar project off campus last year. When
asked, they said that they expected this to become a tradition. Their
plans for next year...?

OFF CAMPUS:

Survival
in the Kitchen
by Linda Stephenson
Congratulations, you have finally made it off
campus. You have a house at the beach and everything is great. From the back window you can
see the sun shimmering on the Sound. Your
classes are going pretty well and you even had a
date for Harvest Weekend. You are at peace with
the world. But the gurgling of your stomach reminds you that you haven't eaten anything for
two days and tonight it's your turn to cook for
your housemates (and they have already threatened instant execution if you try giving them
hamburgers again).
This section is for you. I hope it will inspire
you, instruct you and keep your tummies full and
happy. Although some houses are fortunate
enough to have cooks that would make James
Beard jealous, I've heard of others where they selected their best Chef because he was the only
one who knew how to boil water. I will try to direct the column to those who know something
about cooking but are running out of ideas.
Basically the best way to learn to cook is to
read cookbooks. With a few Julia Child and Betty
Crocker cookbooks in mind I was able to land a
job as a cook in a gourmet restaurant near my
home in Maine. Nothing tops the great feeling
you have when you see a perfect crepe or quiche
or a N.Y. Sirloin that a baby could cut. Naturally
I also saw many Souffles that looked like they
had been stepped on and white sauces that had
the consistency of mashed potatoes. Hopefully
you will survive and even flourish in the kitchen.
"The no-time for breakfast-breakfast eggnog*
Beat 1 or 2 eggs in a cereal bowl. Add 1 heaping
Tbl. sugar, % tsp. vanilla extract. Beat this with a
fork until light and frothy. Pour into a tall glass
with cold milk. Shake a little nutmeg on top. You
can make this the night before —just shake it up
in the morning.
*Smith College French Toast*
This is a great way to use up stale bread. Mix two
eggs, VA cup milk, 1 tsp. vanilla, a couple shakes
of nutmeg and cinnamon in a flattish bowl. Soak
bread in the mixture for about a minute. Fry up in
a buttered grill pan. Serve plain or with maple
syrup. (If you omit the cinnamon and nutmeg and
add salt and pepper it makes a great sandwich
with ham or bacon.)
For someone with a little more time, I give you —
*Brian and Tom's Hang-over Oven Brunch*
Serves 8. First, fry up 12 slices of bacon —drain
and put aside. Preheat oven to 350. Smear butter
in a 3 quart casserole. Add V* lb. of grated Cheddar cheese. Slice and chop 3 large tomatoes. Add
those plus 2 Tbl. Worcestershire sauce and 1 tsp.
salt. Beat 12 eggs until frothy and add the eggs
plus the crisp bacon. Dot the top of this mixture
with butter and cover the casserole. Bake on the
middle of oven rack for 30 min. It is done if the
knife pulls out oily but without egg adhering. This
is really great with heated French or Italian
bread.
There are unlimited things to cook for a main
course, but it's easy to get into a rut of serving
the same things over and over again. Try my version of Chicken Cordon Bleu —
*Chicken Cordon Bleu*
Buy boneless breasts of chicken (1 each unless
you are really hungry). Preheat oven to 350. Wipe
chicken with a damp cloth —never really rinse
with water. It serves no purpose except to dilute
the true flavor. Wrap a thin slice of cooked ham
around the chicken so that it is covered as much
as possible. Then do the same with Swiss cheese,
so that when you are done you will have a breast
of chicken with a layer of ham and Swiss cheese
over it. Cook for about 1 hour in a baking pan (a
cake pan will do also). Toward the end of the
hour I like to splash a little white wine on the
chicken ( — but I also add wine to Campbell's
Tomato Soup).
Rice with diced pineapple is good with this and
also boiled potatoes with chopped parsley on
top. (Dehydrated parsley isn't too bad if you
can't get fresh.) For a vegetable my favorite is

Carrots Lyonnaise. I think the French do the best
job in cooking vegetables. It ends up tasting like
a fresh vegetable instead of mush. For the carrots, cut them lengthwise instead of chopping
them. Saute (fry lightly) in butter and chopped
onion. Simmer until just tender but still crispy.
And if you are still working on your merit badge
in cooking—add parsley or fennel.
'Country Steak*
This is a new recipe I recently tried —sent up from
Carter Country. It is cheap but hearty. Use any
cheap steak for this. On gauging meat purchases,
figure on Vi lb. per person unless they are really
famished and then you could probably figure on
Vi lb. Cover steak with flour and then pound unmercifully with a mallot. The edge of a saucer
will also work. Then dredge it again with flour.
Heat 2 Tbl. fat or even salad oil in large frying
pan and brown floured steak well on both sides.
Add salt and pepper and enough water to come
up to VS." in the pan, and cover it and let it simmer until the meat almost falls apart—2 or 3
hours, depending on the thickness of the meat.
Check it every once in a while to make sure water
doesn't boil away. When the meat is done you
will have a great rich gravy that will go well with
mashed potatoes. Peas cooked with a leaf of lettuce will make you think they were fresh picked
from the garden.
*Pork Chops in Red Wine*
Marinate chops in 1 clove of garlic —chopped, a
pinch of allspice, Vi tsp. thyme or sage, a crushed
bay leaf, pepper. Work mixture into the meat,
turning often. Cover and refrigerate over night.
1 Tbl. flour
1 Tbl. butter
1 Tbl. oil
1 onion chopped
1 cup red wine
Salt to taste
1 Tbl. chopped parsley
Sprinkle flour and pepper on the chops. Heat the
butter and oil and brown the chops on both sides.
Add the onion and the wine, bring to a boil, then
simmer gently for 30-40 min. Or put into a baking
dish and bake covered for 30-45 min. in a preheated 350 oven. Remove the chops to a heated
platter, boil down remaining sauce and pour it
over the chops. Garnish with parsley. Serve with
baked potatoes with sour cream and chives and
broccoli.
*Great lunches or late night snacks*
Diane's Tuna Andre. On a half of an English muffin put tuna chunks (salmon or crab is you can afford it) and cover with cheddar cheese. You can
also jazz it up with a slice of tomato and bacon.
Cook under a broiler until the cheese is dripping.
If you are really into English muffins—top them
with your own cranberry spice jam. Heat 1 lb. of
fresh cranberries in a couple tablespoons of water. Gradually add 1 cup of sugar and the juice of
Vi orange. Grate part of the orange peel and mix
that in with a little cinnamon and ginger. When
the cranberries pop, turn the heat down. It will
thicken into a jam like consistency. A couple of
ounces of Grand Marnier or Bourbon adds something to the flavor. This cranberry jam on top of
an English muffin is terrific with a mug of homemade hot chocolate. I'm taking a big step in divulging the secret recipe. It's famous in my small
town on the coast of Maine and received rave reviews on Loyola 2 last year. Ifs fame is quickly
filtering through the R.A. rooms in Campion. It's
really very simple and much more economical
than the packaged stuff in stores.
'Linda's Mother's Famous Hot Chocolate*
1 box of Carnation Instant Milk—8 qt. size
1 lb. Nestles Cocoa Mix
1-8 oz. size of Cremora
1 lb. confectionary sugar
COMBINE!
Keep in large sealed container. Add VS cup to a
mug of boiling water.

Paul's Hair Cutters
10% Discount (with FU I.D.)
on
Wash & Cut

— Help Wanted for
Westport
Clothing
Store
—Retailing Experience
Preferred
—Friday night & all day
Saturday thru the
Christmas season
— Call 227-5166 and
ask for Matt or Bonnie
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Editorial

Self-Interest Moved
Faculty's Core Vote
It all started innocently enough. The Curriculum Committee
worked diligently and came up with a set of revisions in the scheduling of core courses that were designed to relieve pressure on freshmen in selecting majors and to generally increase the flexibility of
the core. It ended in a disgraceful display of dirty politics and arrogant personalities silencing intelligent debate and poisoning objective consideration.
On October 18 the General Faculty rejected the Curriculum Committee's proposed revisions. Those voting "no" in respect to the revisions had some sound reasons for their position. But no reason can
support those who voted "no" on the second issue that would have
directed the Curriculum Committee to formulate more generally acceptable revisions. This obnoxious dismissal of future consideration
of core revision speaks not of the faculty's faith in the quality of the
present core, but of their selfish concern for their own security.
Throughout the course of debate, the emphasis was directed not at
preserving the core as an overall structure, but at protecting the specific interests contained within it. Personal motives so colored the issues that the votes were far more political than academic. Indicative
of the political nature of the faculty's rejection of both the revisions
proposed and of revisions to be considered was the disproportionate
number of proxy votes garnered by faculty members with vested interest in the preservation of the status quo from disinterested members of the graduate and business faculties.
This arrogant denial of the need or even of the consideration for
core reform is the most forceful argument yet presented for the
uragencyofchange.The core has become so encrusted with requirements that its intention of rounding and expanding the student
through a broad and challenging program has been perverted into
the effect of forcing the student through a limited and monotonous
pattern. The stability of the core's practice and not the vitality of its
intent has provided a refuge for incompetent faculty.
The faculty's disgraceful lack of responsible judgment in rejecting
consideration of core reforms points clearly to the need for administrative intervention. If core reform is to come, and clearly it must,
then the responsibility for initiating and pushing through such reforms should not be entrusted to a faculty with such selfish stakes in
the present core. Rather, the responsibility must be placed with those
in a more objective position who can see the need for a core more attractive to those applying to this University and more flexible for
those already attending.
The core is not called the core for nothing. It is the center of this
University and as such should not be shaped by factions of selfinterest.

THE CORE:
Editor's Note: The following
articles by Mary Anne Blaszczak
and Michael Delia Fave were
written prior to the faculty vote of
October 18 which rejected the
core revisions proposed by the
curriculum committee. Due to
lack of space they were not
printed earlier. However, we feel
the sentiments expressed in these
articles still have merit and
deserve to be considered.
by Mary Anne Blaszczak
The proposed revision ot our
present curriculum needs a closer
examination before we allow
such a drastic change in the
definition of a "liberal" education
to be adopted.
The continual process of
learning will suffer if the revisions
are allowed to go through. In the
proposed amendments the CORE
courses will be combined into the
freshman year. During the course
of the year the student will study
Ancient, Medieval and Modern
Philosophy rather than spending
a full semester on each topic. This
is grossly unfair because each
philosophy
grew
from
the
preceding one. To understand
modern philosophy and why it
has evolved as such, we must

Plaudits
Implementing
the
campus
shuttle is an improvement this
year perhaps overlooked in the
excitement and chaos of our
returning days.
The
Mirror
applauds the University's recognition of student transportation
needs and the initiation of this
necessary service. Dean Schimph
is to be commended for his
realistic and accurate appraisal of
this student concern. Significantly, this beneficial service is free to
the entire student body. Our
appreciation of this notable
achievment is overwhelming.
Moreover, this service aids
most every student. The resident
student is provided with a shuttle
to and from town or the beach,
and so is not confined to campus
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ment. Let's keep up the good
work by focusing upon satisfying
musical tastes with some really
popular performers.

Finally we applaud growing
activism on campus. Loyola's
Halloween Party this past weekend is only one of the many social
events prompted by the newly
formed dorm councils. This new
vehicle for student expression can
become a powerful voice on
campus. We are optimistic and
excited about the possibilities
afforded through increased student participation.
Indeed the Mirror can attest to
the benefits of such participation.
With the numerous contributions
we have received this year, we
have
been
able
to
more
accurately reflect the dicotomy
of interests and beliefs which
comprise our university community.

Both Sides of the Story

comprehend
the
minds^ of
establish this continuity? If the
Socrates, Aristotle, Voltaire and
revision
to consolidate the
other great thinkers.
If
a present CORE courses into one
Philosophy,
English,
History, year of studies goes through, the
Math or Science course is to amount of relevant information
educate the student in any will double. But will the student
permanent fashion, it must be be able to retain this knowledge
allowed the time to delve into the for further use? Will he be able to
past and bring out its own
pick up the shadings and depth
richness. An order must be set that must be deleted inorder to
which shows the sequential summarize the history of all
evolution of the subject.
man's accomplishments into one
In the science and math fields year? I think not.
this order is clear. To understand
Calculus you must have taken
We students come to you
Algebra, and Geometry,
in
Chemistry to take organic you professors for your personal
must have already taken Inor- insights into the cut and dry facts
ganic.
In
English to fully of the text books. We need you
appreciate the classic writers and not to rattle off the main events,
understand why they are consid- discoveries or theorems, but to
ered workers of art the individual explain how they interrelate to
must understand the techniques each other. This exchange takes
of good writing. History perhaps time on your part to give and on
most of all needs, a continuity the part of the student to digest
with the past. For civilizations and apply to our own lives. We
rarely initiates anything new, it need this commune of ideas, a
borrows and improves upon its process not afforded in the
proposed revision, if we are to
predecessors.
The
committee
members establish a link with past
should be asking themselves accomplishments, and begin to
whether or not the first year decide for ourselves what are our
student will be able to absorb all goals, our directions, and the
the information necessary to methods of obtaining them.
I-THE

merely because he can't afford a
car. Likewise the student living at
the beach is not dependent upon
hitchhiking if he doesn't own a
car. Both can depend upon this
reliable service from the University.
With unexpected pleasure-our
congratulations to S.E.C.'s first
profitable Homecoming/Harvest
weekend in recent memory.
Hopefully, the sound management of the vent is an indication
of S.E.C.'s improved recognition
of student tastes in entertain-
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by Michael Delia Fave
The Core Curriculum has
outlived it's purpose and now
stands as a stumbling block for
many students. Though it was
designed to introduce students to
many different areas before they
would have to choose their
major, many see the required
courses as something they have
to get through, receiving no real
value from them.
The goal of Core Curriculum is
to make a "well rounded"
individual, to be well versed in
many different areas. This should
be left up to the student to decide
upon. The selection of courses
should be left entirely up to him,
because his success or failure
depends not only on him but on
his interest and motivation,
which no one knows better than
he.
To put a freshman on a
schedule of five required courses,
with no introduction to his
proposed major is not only a
waste of time and effort on the
part of the student, but also a bad
introduction to college education. What this comes down to is
an uphill trudge to get through
the rehash of high school courses,
which many of the courses in the
Core are.
The language, math, and
science courses should not be
forced upon everyone. The math
and science fields are a major
obstacle to those who are lacking
in the basic skills. Much of the
material covered in the courses
are not very applicable, unless
you plan to major in them.
Also, why should a person be
required (or forced) to study a
language if two years from now
he will know as little of it as he
knew from the two years he had
taken it in high school.
If a student has no proposed
major this type of schedule would

be to his advantage. But if a
major has been declared, the
person would no doubt be
interested to see what this
particular field entails, and
whether or not he is capable of
handling the work involved. If he
has to wait until sophomore year
to get his courses related to his
interests, and finds that for some
reason, it was not what he
wanted, he has lost twice as much
time now then if he had found
this out a year earlier. Now, he is
either forced to continue or has
to make up courses in summer
sessions.
Earlier articles not only denounced the Core Revisions, but
the teachers involved in the
courses. The quality of the
teachers has very little to do with
the question at hand. The Core
itself is hampering the efficiency
of the teachers by forcing them to
teach courses which they are no
more interested in than their
captive audiences.
One suggestion is replacing the
Core, (since revising something
that will only cause problems
later on serves no purpose). He
would be given a list of courses
that would contain liberal arts
subjects, and he would be
allowed to choose one or two of
them, but none being mandatory.
Another type of introductory
program, which would be moving
away from the present coures of
Religion, Philosophy towards
more defined areas, such as
introductory courses in Economics, Accounting, areas such as
these that the student could make
some comparisons.
One thing we must remember
in reference to requirements, is
that you can no more require a
person to be well-rounded than
you can force him to be
intelligent.
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I attended a very interesting
Faculty-Student discussion two
weeks ago on the topic of Urban
Violence, more specifically the
recent blackout riots in New York
City. I went in with a point of
view which was conservative in
nature-you know, "they were
criminals, lock "em up" etc. I
soon realized, however, that I was
shortsighted and that my opinion
did not take the root causes into
account. What I learned there
about alienation, life in the city
etc., coincided with my intended
topic for this week's column. I
decided, therefore, to talk more
about the sickness of our society,
how it is reflected in our actions
and opinions, and what we can
do about it.
Let's discuss this sickness.
Everywhere we look we can pick
out numerous examples which
show the various symptoms of
disease. Some optimists say that
it is not all that bad and if the
media only concentrated on the
good things happening in our
-society, then we'd have a
different view. Well, my friends,
these optimists are wrong. If you
dig deep enough into any random
aspect of our (American) society,
you will choke from the stink.
Look at these examples with me
and
then
you'll
see
how
widespread this sickness is and
why this optimism is no answer to
our ailments.
The New York City blackout
lootings. At this very interesting
Faculty-Student discussion, many
different theories as to the causes
were brought out and talked over.
The most interesting thought and
the one which typifies the extent
of the sickness, is based on the
reactions to the looting. To think,

as I did, that the criminality of the
act is actually the cause and
dismiss it at that is to ignore the
real problem. To think that the
looting was a typical New York
reaction and that "Well, thafs
N.Y. City for you" is also a sad
mistake. The looting is indicative
of the alienation, the bitterness
and the awful conditions which
typifies large American Cities. To
ignore this in favor of a "criminal"
explanation is to miss the forest
for the trees
(pardon the
expression). The poor conditions
and effects of living in American
urban centers is indeed one part
of our social disease but to ignore
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these facts and live in a world
(suburb) of your own is worse.
More on that note in a minute.
The Neutron Bomb. If American cities are centers for
dehumanization, then the Neutron Bomb is the ultimate...well,
close. Where has American
ingenuity and progress which
everyone values so much brought
us? Maybe this is not the most
deadly weapon in the American
arsenal, but in terms of killing all
sense of morality, dignity and
sensibilities, then this "ultimate
capitalist weapon" has no match.
Imagine, a bomb that kills people
but leaves buildings intact! And it
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Dear Editor:
We would like to thank the
members of the Loyola Dorm
Council, Paula Gilcreast, Justin
Collins and everyone else who
helped to make Saturday night's
Halloween Party a success.
The party was held in the
Faculty Dining Room where beer
and bash were served until both
supply and demand ran out.
Music piped through our own
Campus Center P.A. system
provided
party
goers
with
entertainment, as did several
Loyola residents and their friends
who dressed in the spirit of
Halloween. One morbidly appropriate costume was that of a
would-be axe murder victim.
Fortunately, this one seemed
none the worse for his "wounds".
A special thanks goes to the
clean-up crew, who did an
excellent job in record time.
Through continued interest and
enthusiasm, future activities are
sure to follow!
Loyola hall residents

It is also interesting to note that
nowhere in the lead article is
there a statement
of
the
Curriculum/Committee's
proposal nor of Professor Humphrey's
motion.
Sincerely
Joseph G. Grassi
Chairman of the
General Faculty
Meetings.

Mistaken
Marathoner
Sirs;
Commited as I am, however
tenuously, to the twin ideals of
seeing justice done and credit
given where credit is due, I wish
to correct an error contained in
last issue's article on the
Marathon.
The worthy who ran the
fearsome rainy night streets of
Manhattan was not Paul Barnes,
as reported, but rather my great
friend and roommate Jeff Yoder,
who is now at the Grad School of
Communications. Torch bravely
aloft, he inaugurated the run,
none other.
Sincerely,
Steve Kallaugher

Grassi Chastises
Dear Editor:
As chairman (who has no vote)
of the General Faculty Meetings
may I suggest that, on the front
page of the Mirror, the reporter
attending a faculty meeting
should report what actually
happened at a meeting. Any
interpretation of the happenings,
which are perfectly justified and
necessary, should be elsewhere in
the paper. In short there must be
a clear division between reporting
and editorializing. While both are
necessary each has its own place
and should not be confused.

well, the possibilities are limitless. If you're one of those
people who thinks that his one
vote doesn't count or whose one
letter will be lost etc., then you
are as much the source of
society's ills as if you had injected
it with sionide. Ifs not only true
that we deserve the government
we get, but the society as well.
"If you're
a
part
of the
solution, you're part of the
problem" has more meaning
today than it ever did.
Finally,
I leave you with this
line spoken by Virgil to Dante
while touring Hell in Dante's
"Inferno". When Dante asked
why a certain group of people
were in Hell in the first place,
Virgil answered that "while on
Earth, they never took a stand on
anything", if we let this apathy on
our part continue, then we will
end up living in a Hell of our own
making and by that time it will be
too late. And that's what I think.

Dirty Business

Letters To The Editor
Hallow Thanks

doesn't even kill people quickly
and painlessly. It is a low impact
bomb which kills by the slow and
agonizing process of radiatibn.
Now, with ail of America's
resources in knowledge, money
and research, why in hell haven't
we come up with a bomb that
destroys
buildings
(factories,
arsenals, tanks, planes etc.) and
leaves people alone? After all,
you can reason and compromise
with people, but try holding a
peace conference with a building.
Optimism will do us no good
but the end is not here yet. The
major source
of
American
sickness and disease may be the
very agent for our salvation. I am
talking about you, sitting on your
butt, reading this paper, worrying
about your studies and putting all
thoughts of such enormous issues
such as bombs, large American
corporations and looters in New
York completely out of your
mind. If American apathy can be
changed into American activism,

Irate Ruggers
Respond
To the Editor,
As President of the Fairfield
Rugby Club, which is in its
fifteenth year of competition, I
would like to take the time to
thank Doc Dougherty for his
effort in trying to clear up the
rumors surrounding the Rugby
Club's financial problems. His
article gives a reliable account of
the situations surrounding the
club's financial probation.

One problem does arise, and
that is in the editor's lead into the
article. On the front page of the
paper there is a section entitled,
"In the Mirror." In this section the
statement
is
made,
"again
suspended, the Rugby club once
again has been suspended for
illegal expenses of it's allocated
funds." The problem is that there
is not one statement or fact in this
that has any truth to it at all.
If I may clear up a few
points-First of all the Rugby Club
has not been suspended, but
rather it has been placed on
financial
probation.
(There's
quite a difference!) Secondly, the
club was suspended at one time,
but that had nothing to do with
finances whatsoever. Finally, the
phrase "illegal expenses" has
several unjustified implications.
That one paragraph gives a very
dim view of the Rugby Club in
general, thafs something we
don't need. The club is on the
upswing, we have 70 members, of
which a majority are freshmen
and sophomores. Rarely has such
interest been shown in any club
on this campus.
As the Club approaches its
fifteenth anniversary we have
made many changes in the Club's
policies and structure which will
hopefully keep it out of this type
of situation again. We do look
back proudly on our history as a
club.
I would also like to take time to
thank a few people for their time
and effort in returning the Rugby
Club to a very positive minded
club, both on and off the
field-Professor Paul I. Davis who
has been the key to the club's
existence over the years, and
finally Dr. Schlichting and Colin
Kiley for sharing their time and
skills with the Rugby Club.
Without these people the Club
might have faltered.
Thank you,
Vince Forte 78

I am often surprised and
disgusted at the amount of money
wasted on the upkeep of this
campus. After thinking about it, I
realized that much of the waste
could be traced to one
group— Maintenance. A large
portion of our room and board
fees go to Maintenance, yet nothing ever seems to get done. There
could be two possible causes for
this waste of money. One is the
inefficiency of the people who
work for Maintenance; the other
is the inefficiency of the system
itself. I tend to think the problem
stems from a combination of the
two.
I was accosted by this inefficiency the very first day of the
school year when I walked into my
new room only to find one badly
mashed, non-functioning desk
lamp, one set of curtains that
didn't close (minus the pulls), a
curtain rod that stuck and a drawer that couldn't be opened, not to
mention the usual assortment of
little annoyances such as marked
up walls with paint faling in places, a stained floor and ceiling, and
closet covers (they can't really be
called doors, can they)? that
neither matched, nor even covered. Still, I was told I should consider myself lucky because I had
all my windows in, a door that
locked, and clothes rods in the
closets. Lucky! Better accomodations could be found in the
heart of the South Bronx.
It was at that time that I began
to look around and realize the
extent of the problem. I found
that it wasn't confined to my room
or my dorm, but that the inefficiency and waste had infested the
entire campus. I spoke to Resident
Advisors who expressed their
extreme concern for the problem.
One R.A. pointed out the irony
and inefficiency surrounding
room inspections. In the beginning
of the year, the R.A. goes around
and checks the rooms for any
damage, even though they have
never been trained or instructed
as to what to look for. At the end
of the year, however, an experienced
representative
from
Maintenance does the inspections
with the R.A. This example of inconsistency could be why you are
charged for things you may have
never known about, much less
destroyed.
This is not the only example,
though, of Maintenance wasting
the student's money or the R.A.'s
time. It seems that the process of
having your R.A. place a work
order with Student Services, who
then relays it to Maintenance is
almost always a futile effort.
Orders that are stamped "Rush"
by the R.A.s are not only not given
immediate, attention, .but often
not filled until after others with no

special priority are done. This
becomes especially tiresome to
conscientious R.A.s who are trying
to represent student's concerns.
One of the reasons for this
overload of unfilled work orders
at the beginning of each year is
that the University runs a variety
of summer programs which make
it almost impossible for Maintenance to do any major overhauls,
such as painting, during the summer. My question to the University is then, "Is the fee the summer
programs pay worth the inconvenience incurred during those
three months, keeping in mind
that the students live here the
remaining nine months and are
met by the results of the summer
program's inconsiderations?"
There are some other examples
of waste which cannot be so easily
put off on the University. For
example, have you ever been
annoyed to find that your overflowing wastebasket wasn't emptied, the dust on your floor was an
inch thick, or that there was not
toilet paper in any of the bathrooms. The blame for these problems can be put on no-one but the
maids and custodians, themselves. When asked about this
problem, John Dunigan, Director
of the Physical Plant, said that
they realize that sometimes the
maids don't do a good job but,
"it's very difficult to do a good job
cleaning when you know it's just
going to get messed up again."
Does that mean we shouldn't
throw things away or should stop
using the toilets?
This hisitancy to do a good job
on the part of the maids and custodians is even harder to justify
when you realize that the crew of
27 maids and custodians outnumbers
all
the
campus
mechanics (9), grounds
crew/campus movers (9), and
painters (3) combined. After
knowing the unbalance in staffing
it is no wonder that flooded toilets, never get fixed, rooms never
get painted, and showers don't
drain. This unbalance, combined
with the laziness of some maintenance personnel is just another
example of money being wasted.
These are only a few of the examples or incidents that could be
cited to point out the uselessness
of maintenance. I feel that they,
more than any other single group
on campus, must do some extensive self evaluation and analysis
to find out exactly where the
problems lie and what there is to
be done about them. Until this
reflection takes place and concrete changes are made, Maintenance will continue to be considered, at least in my mind, as
nothing but a farce.
m. Cigi Byron
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Andrew
Heath
The wit and perception of
Fairfield's own Andrew Heath
came to life in the Oak Room last
Wednesday, October 19, as the
second of this season's Evenings
of Music series took place. The
wit, save an encore by Poulenc,
consisted of charming stories
about old teachers and amusing
anecdotes about present performers. The perception was in Mr.
Heath's mastery of the keyboard
and his interpretations of the
music he offered.
Piano Sonato no. 3, by Paul
Hindemith,
written
in
1936
offered an exciting opening to a
diversified
program.
In
four
movements, the sonata ranged
from the dark and ominous to the
open, uninhibited simple quality
of an American folk song. The
fugual fourth movement provided
an exciting climax, combining the
forces of Hindemith's traditional
syncopated lines with the intense
counterpoint of subject against
counter-subject.
From
the
complexity
and
modernity of Hindemith, the
performer turned next to the
classical cleanliness of Franz
Josef Haydn. Mr. Heath gave his
"Andante and Variations in F
minor" a masterful treatment,
sensitive
to
the
composers
intricate sense of line and with
strong feeling for his sense of
drama and humor intertwined.
In 1863, Franz Liszt transcribed
the "Fantasie and Fugue in G
minor" by J.S. Bach for piano,
from the original organ scoring.

The transcription shows Bach as a
precocious Romanticist, filling
out his harmonies where the
organ's registration would normally serve that purpose. This in
itself betrays the impurity of the
transcription which serves no
other merit than to exploit the
contrapuntal
genius
of
the
composer, and force his music on
an instrument that didn't even
exist in his lifetime. Mr. Heath's
rendering of it was labored and
somewhat strained, not because
of his inability, but of his
medium.
The
piece
simply
shouldn't be played on the piano.
Before ending the evening with
music from Albert Roussel and
Bohuslav Martinu, Mr. Heath
indulged in some of his favorite
music, that of Achille-Claude
Debussy. The two Preludes from
Book I, "Footsteps in the Snow"
and "What is the West Wind Saw"
juxtaposed the Debussy of lyric
reflection with the Debussy of
storm and rages. Even amid the
storm, the grace and simplicity of
the composer's lines and the
genius of the artist's interpretation painted the titled pictures far
better than mare brushstrokes
could hope to.
Without doubt the highlight of
Mr. Heath's performance was the
moving
"Reflections
in
the
Water", from Debussy's "Images".
The flowing melody is at once
reflective and reflecting, evocative of a tiny pebble tossed into a
pond
of
still
water.
The
performer's sensitive and eloquent rendering made the instrument speak in sounds more
precise than the words of any
language. Mr. Heath truly could
have played all night.

Professor Andrew Heath warms up and lets loose in the Oak Room.

Orin
Grossman
by Linda Amante
Orin Grossman's piano recital
on October 21st in the Pequot Library Hall was an evening which
reflected the talent of one of Fairfield University's professors.
Grossman began his performance with a selection from Ludwig
van Beethoven. His rendition was
smooth, and flowing, and reflected the long hours of practice, and
Grossman's technical talent, but
seemed to lack emotional depth.
His next selection, from Debussy, in this writer's opinion, allowed some of the emotional
depth lacking in the first selection
to be projected. His refined
touches to Debussy's Cloches a
traves les feuilles, Et la lune descene sur le temple qui fut, and
Poissons d'or were exquisite. His
concentration, his technical ability to perform the material, was
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obviously real.
But technical talent, concentration, and practice are not quite
enough to express the entire essence of a composer's work. To
successfully present anything
other than original material, an
artist must assimilate the work; it
must become part of him, he must
be able to allow the material to
flow through him, to dominate his
being.
In this writer's opinion, Mr.
Grossman has not yet reached the
level of total submission in his
performance. He does not project
emotion. He does not allow the
material to flow through him and
outward; rather, he projects the
tendency to want to dominate, to
remain in control.
To perform effectively he must
learn to "let loose" the reins. He
certainly has the ability to drill
through Beethoven, Debussy, Bartok, and Chopin without flaw. All
that is lacking is the total involvement of the artist, which is so very
essential to the experience.
Without the artist's total involvement, the audience cannot fully
appreciate the artist's talents —
and Mr. Grossman's talents should
be fully appreciated. He has
worked and studied. He is gifted
and talented. He should, however,
strive more vigorously to "loose"
control. Once he does, he will find
that he possesses more control;
the control that comes from total
immersion into the essence of the
experience.
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Coming
V
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by Terry Ryan
"Sleuth," a fascinating, mindentangling who-dun-it will open at
the Fairfield Playhouse this November. Originally a Tony Awardwinning Broadway play, "Sleuth"
is a mystery-thriller revolving
around three core characters:
Andrew Wyke, a pseudo-Agatha
Christie mystery writer played by
Steve Kallaugher; Milo Tindle, a
man of humble beginnings working his way up in the world, played
by Bill Timoney; and Inspector
Doppler, played by Tim Regan.
The conflict arises when Tindle
is invited by the writer to the
Wyke household to discuss the
matter of his illicit love affair with
Mrs. Wyke. From this incident the
entire serpentine, labyrinthine
plot evolves.
"Sleuth" was written by Anthony Shaffer, brother of playwright Paul Shaffer, who authored
such
Broadway runners as
"Equus" and "Private Ear, Public
Eye." Originally starring Sir Laurence Olivier and Michael Caine,
"Sleuth" was hailed as a piece of
incredible comic genius. Clive
Barnes in his review for The New
York Times called it "the best play
I have ever seen."
The significance of the Fairfield
performance is that "Sleuth" is the
first entirely student-run production attempted since the induction of the new theatrical Interim
Board. Students interested in set
construction, stage crew, or ushering during the performance should
contact the playhouse faculty advisor, Dr. Mike McDonnell.
Directed by Gaetana Barbano,
"Sleuth" will open on November
11th and run for two consecutive
weekends at the University Playhouse. Curtain time is 8:00 p.m.,
and tickets may be purchased at
the student rate of $2.00 at the
playhouse door or at the campus
center. Regular fee for non-students is $2.50. Performance dates
are November 11th, 12th, 13th,
and 18th, 19th, and 20th.
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KEATONSCORES
WITH ' 'GOODBAR
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by Linda Conion
"Looking For Mr. Coodbar" is a
film reeking of sensual, violent
and abrasive visuals. It is a film
which repulses the steadfast,
moralistic individual, and it is a
film where the star, Diane Keaton, carries the load.
Ever since Keaton became
America's sweetheart in "Annie
Hall", her public has been clamoring to see her in a dramatic
role. To set the record straight,
"yes" Keaton can make it without
Woody Allen, "yes" Keaton can
abandon her spaced-out, kooky
face for a straight mask, and "yes"
Keaton has a nice body. Keaton is
Theresa Dunn.

present tense and moves toward
her death slowly and teasingly.
Flashbacks are discarded and
projections of Theresa's present
state of mind are used.
Theresa has just been discarded
by her married lover. She rushes
into the street and positions herself in traffic. Her lover's car
speeds up, screeches to a halt.
Theresa's face is pain stricken.
She is on a hospital stretcher,
rushing down a white-washed
corridor. The doctor talks of "no
chances". Her father hovers over
her saying prayers and her lover
rushes by, throwing her a kiss.
The doctor lifts up her covers and

Mr. Goodbar" is a visual experience. The love-making scenes are
teasingly seductive. Theresa undresses in the bathroom slowly
revealing her flickering naked
shadow on the wall.
The smoke-filled, dimly lit bar
scenes are painfully real. The
breathy, gasping sounds of Donna
Summers and the syncopated
downbeat of the O.J.'s fills the air.
Sluts, whores, straights, dykes and
gays are in full force. The rock
glass and the cigarette are the
standard props and two words
come to mind: deja vu!/
"Looking For Mr. Goodbar" is
visually plush and morally seemy.

Film Briefs
With Bill Timoney

Halloween Horrors!—This weekend is THE time for all the spooks,
demons and ghouls to emerge; in other words, the real side of the
students' personalities. Naturally the Film Society is prepared to assist in this Mephistophelian transfiguration with two near-classic horror pictures. One of these is guaranteed to frighten you, and the
other is a sure bet to blow you right out of those comfy Conzaga
seats.
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD is a fantastic terror trip. Anyone
who has seen it has either been scared out of a decent night's sleep or
has died laughing at the idiocy of the ludicrous plot. For the record,
the movie concentrates on a night when, for some strange reason, the
dead arise and begin to eat the living's flesh. We see a small group of
people trapped inside an old house with the ghouls outside. Will they
survive, and what will be left of them?
The movie seems replete with monster cliches, including a standard twist ending, but in this movie they work. That is particularly
surprising considering that the film was made on a super-cheap budget of $25,000. (It has grossed over $25 million since its release in
1969.) Gore fanatics will love it, particularly the scenes where the
hungry zombies capture some of the (soon to be no longer) living.
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD, Thursday at 7:00 and 9:30 P.M. and
Friday at 7:30 only., in Gonzaga Auditorium, admission: $1.00.
The other movie can only be described one way: a mind-blower.
THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW is a cult classic of the
raunchiest quality. The filrri comes from an original stage musical
that was tremendously successful in London and Los Angeles, but
oddly enough it did not do well on Broadway. It is a rock opera, a
magic show, a sex farce, and a monster movie satire. Dr. Frank 'n Furter, a transvestite made scientist, creates a creature with the perfect
body (much to his delight). A honeymoon couple whose car breaks
down in a storm has the misfortune to be "put up" for the night in
the creepy castle. Before the film's end, the creature and the other
ghouls get their kicks at the expense of this unfortunate pair.
The couple is played by Susan Sarandon (last seen in THE OTHER
SIDE OF MIDNIGHT) and Barry Bostwick (THE ROBBER BRIDEGROOM). Tim Curry, who appeared in TRAVESTIES on Broadway,
portrays Frank 'n Furter, and the rock musicians are led by Meatloaf.
The movie itself is rarely seen on the east coast because of the producers recalling their experiences on Broadway. It is extremely popular in midnight shows in New York, where many fans dress up in the
make-up and costumes of the characters on screen. Perhaps Gonzaga might be treated to the "Faces of the Faithful" of THE ROCKY
HORROR PICTURE SHOW. Monday, October 31 (Halloween) at
7:00 and 9:30 P.M., and again on Tuesday, November 1 at 7:00 and
9:30 P.M.

r********** Academic Quiz •••••••••*•*

LOOKLYG FOK
MMiOOIMtAK
' 'It will shock you, it willfrustrate you and it will sadden you.
Theresa Dunn is a school
teacher for deaf children during
the day and a bar-hopping
come-on at night. She lives in a
one-room, roach infested apartment where the central point of
the floor plan is the bed. This is
where Theresa fulfills her quivering impulses and sexual fantasies
with young men, old men, cocky
men, shy men and half men.
Theresa needs sexual intercourse
desperately, and it is all very understandable.
Theresa was born with a curved
spine. It was straightened in an
operation during her adolescence, and she spent one and a
half years in a plastered cast lying
on her back staring at the ceiling.
Prayers and incantations were lamented over her body by her
roman, roman catholic parents.
She survived. She walks straight,
and she bears a hideous scar on
her lower back. She wants to be
hugged, she wants to be felt and
she wants to be loved. She is an
affection starved, physically deformed woman.
The bisexual lifestyle of her
older (and beautiful in Theresa's
eyes) sister and the continual explosive confrontations with her
loud-mouthed,
drinking,
Irish
catholic father reinforce Theresa's Jekyl and Hyde lifestyle.
Each
sexual
encounter
for
Theresa becomes more violent
and increasingly beastial until she
is finally brutally murdered by her
part-time male prostitute lover.
Director Richard Brooks takes
Judith Rossner's novel and revamps it for cinematic purposes.
Instead of starting off with Theresa's death and flashing back to
review her life for the reasons
why, Brooks sets the film in the

fondles her breast. Theresa is
there just smiling away. This is a
projection of Theresa's mind
immediately after dejection. It is
revealing and shocking because
you don't realize until the very
last instant that this is all taking
place in her head.
From the opening black and
white photographic montage of
bar scenes to the intense climax
of Theresa's death, "Looking For

It will shock you, it will frustrate
you and it will sadden you. You
either love it or you hate it;
there's just no middle ground.

MOTHER NATURE'S
HEALTH FOODS
BRICK WALK
1275 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD CENTER

TOGETHER
3898 Main St., Bpt.
2880 Main St., Stfd.

25% off pants and
40% off boys & girls tops
With Fairfield University or
Fairfield Prep. I.D. Card.
Good Luck Pat Walsh

Pants by
Lee
Levi
Male
Sweet Orr
Landlubber
H.I.S.
D.C.

Good til Nov. 9,1977

COMPUTER
WORLD
"BRIDGEPORTS FIRST COMPUTER STORE"
MICRO COMPUTERS
BUSINESS*HOBBY*EDUCATION
10% DISCOUNT T^D
ON BOOKS & MAGAZINES
WE CARRY: HAYDEN»SCELBI»KILOBAUD
PERSONAL COMPUTING»BYTE»JIM-PAK
TSC SOFTWARE»SWTP»COMPUCOLOR
IMSAI'NORTH STAR»SEALS»LEAR«TDL
3874 MAIN ST., BPT.

lt-tM-Tll-tHB
lAT.f-S

372-0722

The number of students who have "aced" a Dykeman philosophy
course is (are):
a. 1
c. 15.5
b. 250
d.2
e. none of the above
V JO ||3J O} S9A|AjnS auo ou
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HAimPlJOSIO^
Dynamite styles for men and women
A full service UNISEX Salon

OUR HAIRCUTTERS:
Cathy formally of Clip Joint
Larry formally of Joey I's
Donna of Greenwich
1342 Kings Hwy. Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.
(Across from Carvels)

Tues.-Sat. 9-5

259-5550
appointments preferred

Weatherman predicts sunny, but low temperatures for halloween weekend. So don't be left
out in the cold, buy yourself a Fairfield University sweatshirt this Friday, Oct. 28 and you will
be helping the United Way. For every sweatshirt sold the bookstore will contribute 50
cents to the fund. So tomorrow support the
United Way, with your help it's working.

We Give
UnibedWay

i .«.<.«—-
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Rod Stewart Rocks New Haven
:••••••••••••• ****************** by John Piscopo
For all of you Rod Stewart fans out there, the night of October 14
at the New Haven Collessium proved to be one to remember. The
mood, the lighting, the cries and yells of approval from the
audience all contributed to an atmosphere of sheer enjoyment. For
those people who shun the idea of sitting through a concert of
shrieks and songs that consist of about two or three words repeated
a hundred or so times, maybe accompanied by a few groans here
and there, done by a group with probably less talent than your local
bar band, be relieved to know that Rod Stewart does nothing of the

^MBIH UPDATE
With Paul Fitzgerald
This is a new column which will be appearing each week. My intention in
writing it is not to tell you what not to buy or what to buy. I don 't claim to
have a great knowledge of music per se, but I can tell the difference between
a Bach fugue and ragtime. What I will be doing is taking my own ideas and
opinions about new music, combining it with the thoughts of my friends and
in the end give you an idea of what a new album is all about. If you don 't
agree, let's hearfrom you!

"Aja" by Steely Dan
I began to review this album by trying to categorize the music and
soon realized it was impossible. There is everything from jazz to funk
to "the old Steely Dan sound" —"Razor Boy" and "Doctor Wu" type
songs. The core of the group, Donald Fagen and Walter Becker, is still
there, but they've brought in a host of new musicians to accompany
them on this latest venture—and they've done a good job of it too.
Victor Feldman's piano, Steve Gadd's outrageous drumming on the
title track and Tom Scott's horn arrangements are the high points of
the album, besides Fagan's usual fine singing.
Side One is a perfect demonstration of the variety on this album. It
opens with a funky number called "Black Cow". Tom Scott plays a
mean tenor sax and Chuck Rainey lays down the rhythm well on bass.
Next comes "Aja" (pronounced "Asia"), the most jazz-influenced
song on the album which begins as a light tune with Fagan's vocals
dominating, but finishes up strong with Steve Gadd doing the fine
jazz drumming and Wayne Shorter on sax and Michael Omartian on
piano. The side closes with a throw-back song called "Deacon
Blues", easily the most accessible tune on the album. It's reminiscent
of the.better light rock songs on their earlier albums — "Rikki, Don't
Lose That Number", and "Doctor Wu". The horn arrangements are
excellent, but the lyrics carry the song. "They've got a name for the
winners in the world/I want a name when I lose./ They call Alabama
the Crimson Tide/Call me Deacon Blues."
There is something for everyone on this album, and that might be
someone's only complaint. In trying to be diverse, they might turn off
some listeners. However, Steely Dan has never been a group to compromise or play to a crowd, and I for one, enjoy them even more for
hat.

1
We have
SHEET MUSIC
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES
255-2881
1863 Post Road Fairfield CT

L
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Exclusive Consultants For
Your Hair Style Problems

BARBER SERVILLE
Hours 8-5:00 Daily 8-5 Sat.
1426 Post Rd. 259-3893
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sort. His loud music was vibrant and alive with lyrics audible to the
human ear. His slow songs were such that you didn't find yourself
nodding out, but rather were moved by his style and caught up with
the words.
As usual, the warm-up band was really nothing to talk about, but
they were new talent fresh from England on their first American tour
and by no means did a bad job of backing up Rod Stewart.
The real show began when Rod Stewart and his band took the
stage. From the moment he opened with "Three Time Loser" until
the end of his performance the crowd was awakened and kept alive
for the two or so hours in which he performed. He did such great
hits as "Tonight's the Night," "Ball Trap," "The Killing of
Georgie'—the boy that any Rod Stewart fan knows the story behind,
and of course, the immortal "Maggie Mae." Rod's band did a hell of
a job supporting him. At one point in the show he and his lead
guitarist, along with three other back-up guitarists were in front of
the stage just jamming away getting the crowd more and more
psyched. Although he left behind the talent of Ron Wood and the
rest of the Faces, the new talent he has linked up with leaves
nothing to be desired. Being both well polished and gifted
musicians, they supported Rod 100%. Towards the latter part of the
show he played a song done by Diana Ross and the Supremes, "You
Just Keep Me Hanging On," which will be a part of his new
upcoming album which is due to be released shortly. Finally, to
conclude a night of great tunes Rod came back on stage to finish up
with "Twisting the Night Away."
I just have one warning to concert goers at New Haven. If you
plan on taking the train, be aware of the fact that the last train back
to Fairfield is at 11:04 p.m. So, if at all possible, don't plan on taking
a train to the Collessium. It's enjoyable to stick around for the
encore, but very disappointing to leave during it. If you ever get an
opportunity to spend an evening with Rod Stewart, don't pass up
the chance.
=K>

Lysistrata Lost Cause

by Helene Kansky
"Lysistrata," a Creek comedy, opened Oct. 21 at Bridgeport
University's Mertens Theatre, and intends to retain the stage for
another weekend. Linda Gates' new English version of Aristophanes'
play belongs to no genre; it is art distorted and defiled.
In the play, Lysistrata leads the Creek women in a sex strike,
hoping it will keep their men home from war. Lysistrata, portrayed
by Jeanne Bartlett, is the antithesis of Aristophanes' Lysistrata. Ms.
Bartlett lacks dynamism. Even when she maintains her stage
presence and remembers to face the audience, she cannot project
her voice. She rushes through the play seemingly desirous to leave
the theatre as soon as possible.
The chorus, composed of old Athenian men and women,
occasionally induce laughter. They bicker in high-pitched gutteral
syllables. As their voices mute with the physical chaos on stage, the
dialogue becomes inaudible and insignificant. The battle between
the sexes cedes to a battle between monkey-like creatures whose
physical decadence is representative of the play as a whole.
A morsel of humor does reveal itself in the second act. Spartans
and Athenians walk on stage with fifteen inch phalluses. The humor
of it, however, wanes considerably, for Ms. Gates concentrates so
much on the sexual puns that she forgets the necessity of action on
stage. What in Aristophanes' play was ribald, now appears dull;
what was titillating now becomes monotonous. Indeed, obscenity
would be a delightful release from this banality!
The play concludes with the men and women of Sparta and
Athens celebrating their reunion in a "dance." The three graceful
ballerinas who lead the dance do not succeed in camouflaging the
stilted and awkward movements of the amateurs on stage.
Even the technicians cannot salvage this play. The costume
design is appropriate, the scenery more than adequate, but they
cannot distract the audience from the platitudinous dialogue,
flawed acting and poor staging. The entire troupe should be herded
off stage and put to pasture.
^K^v^^^^^v^^^^^^^

THE CLOG HUT

A LARGE SELECTION OF
DOWN JACKETS
and
VESTS
all sizes
Army & Navy Store

Largest Selection of Clogs
in Conn, in Both Suede
and Leather.
We also carry
the Clog Boot.

1537 Post Road East, Westport
(Next to Kentucky
r
_
Fried Chicken)
855 East Main St., Bridgeport

*
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PLAYHOUSE PUB
FOOD—COCKTAILS—ENTERTAINMENT
"We serve food till closing hour"

WEEKNIGHT SPECIALS

FFLD. U.
I.D.
ONLY

THUR.
FRI.
SAT.
OCT. 27th OCT. 28th OCT. 29th

[

226-903 1
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Von, arc invited to meet

ikonwb Atiadvj ScAArgarct Melody
yfho will be autoaraphinq
their new bXofC
°

SUN.-MICHELOB ON TAP—50c
MON.-ALL LADIES DRINKS—99c
TUES.-ALL VODKA DRINKS—99c
WED.—ALL GIN DRINKS—99c

—ENTERTAINMENT—|

991 Post Road East, Westport
(Across the street from Burger King)

Free Parking • No Waiting, 4 Dressing Rooms

IMKtiHLERIMBE
on 5<xturdcLu, October 2fJ
r.oo P.M. *c H:OO P.A\.
FFLD. U.
I.D.
ONLY

SECOND STAR

36 MAIN ST. (NEXT TO KLEINS) WESTPORT, CT.
MON.-THUR. 11:30 AM-1:00 PM FRI.-SAT. 11:30 AM-2:00 SUN. 5:00 PM-11:00 PM

The Book, Warehouse
If55 black Hock, Turnpike
Faxrfield,
Conn. olc'tSO
}
336-2X58
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Profile!

TrllllllllllllllllllllllllllllS
by Bill Timoney,
Milos Prunier
This is the first in a continuing
series, entitled VOF Profiles; in it
the reader will find profiles of the
various
announcers on
the
campus radio station, WVOF FM.
Jim Hurley is the announcer
from 2:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. on
Tuesdays and Fridays. He jokingly
refers to his show as "The Pits of
Music," possibly because he lives
on the glorious Gonzaga ground
floor. Actually, his
musical
selections are anything but the
pits. On a recent program he
played songs by Lynyard Skynyrd,
Billy Joel, Van Morrison, Dan
Fogelberg, Steely Dan, The
Outlaws, Queen, Charley Daniels
Band, and Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young. His show that day was
characterized by songs like "Life
in the Fast Line" by the Eagles and
"Thunder
Road"
by
Bruce
Springsteen. If there is any
connection between those two
artists, it might by described as
something to the left of country
rock. (Probably the far left).
t i

he's competent,

he 's cool and he 's
very easy to listen
to.
11

The fact is that Jim's music
does not fit in one specific mold.
He'll play southern rock, mellow,
or British rock. When listeners
tune in to Jim, they know they'll
get rock (as opposed to classical
or jazz), but what kind is anyone's
including Jim's, guess. He firmly
believes in being diverse, for as
he puts it, "Not one person or
group can fulfill all your musical
needs. It's impossible." He is
always interested in broadening
his musical horizons, and he is
very open to all types of music
(with exception of disco). He is
not very strict in his own personal
tastes. He asks, "How would you
describe James Taylor, Linda
Ronstadt, and Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young together?" (This
reporter replied, "an orgy.")
Jim enjoys any good guitar
work
and
will
play
such
accomplished artists as Nils
Lofgren and Roy Buchanan. Jim
himself is a guitar and bass
player, and he can usually be
found accompanying the Glee
Club at their concerts. Only a
sophomore, he is also head of
public relations. He sees a great
improvement in the radio station
from last year, when D.J.'s just
wouldn't show up and 'VOF fans
would be treated to two hours of
captain static occupying 88.5.
Now the schedule is set and
changes only be the semester. Jim
insists that much of the credit for
the station's improvement goes to
Ed Coyne, who "has changed
things completely around since
he's station manager."
Much of the credit for
improving 'VOF also goes to Jim
and other d.j.'s. Jim runs a very
enjoyable show; he's competent,
he's cool, and he's very easy to
listen to. His selections are
usually perfectly suited for those
afternoons he's on. Jim Hurley,
the Pitman, is on from 2 to 4P.M.
Tuesdays and Fridays. Try his
show sometime, it is anything but
the pits.
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Today, Oct. 27

Saturday, Oct. 29

"NIGHT OF THE LIVING
DEAD", halloween spook film in
Gonzaga Aud. at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
$1.
"STRING QUARTETTE" at the
Univ. of Bridgeport, in the Recital
Hall of the Bernhard Center. 8
p.m. Free.
"DANCERS", a contemporary
American Ballet. Performance
starts 8 p.m. in the Oak Room,
Fairfield Univ. Students $1.50,
general admission $3.00.
"TAXI DRIVER" at 7:30 and
9:30 p.m. at the Westport Country
Playhouse Cinema.

"HALLOWEEN PARTY" spon"NO SCHOOL". Classes cansored by the Rugby Club in the celled, alarm clocks dismantled.
Oak Room 9-1 a.m. Costumes, Fulfill your All Saints Day duty.
prizes and fun.
"SAME TIME NEXT YEAR", the
"DELPHI MINI OPERA", 8:30 Broadway smash hit at the Amerp.m. at the Pequot Library in ican Shakespeare Theatre in StratSouthport.
ford through Nov. 6.
"SHAME" and "THE PASSION
"TH E ROCKY HORROW
OF ANNA" at Westport Country SHOW", tonight at 7 & 9:30. $1.
Playhouse. 7:30& 9:20.
"LA STRADA", an early Fellini
fiim. 7:30 p.m. in Klein Aud., 910
Fairfield Ave., Bpt. Dr. O'Connor
of F.U. moderates.

Friday, Oct. 28
"FUTURE OF PUBLIC TELEVISION" symposium in Gonzaga
Aud. from 2-5 p.m.
"NIGHT OF THE LIVING
DEAD" continues in Gonzaga at
7:30 only. $1.
"EDUCATION OF LAW"
symposium in the Oak Room. Registration at 9:30 a.m. 4th Annual
Educator's Renewal & Update.
"HALLOWEEN PARTY" at Pinecrest Country Club, River Road,
Route 110 in Shelton. Featuring
James Montgomery and Duke and
the Drivers. Costumes suggested.
Prizes awarded.
"TAXI DRIVER" at 7:30 and
9:30. Westport Country Playhouse.

Tuesday, Nov. 1

Monday, Oct. 31
"DUKE AND THE DRIVERS" in
the Oak Room at 9 p.m.
"FACULTY ART SHOW", University of Bridgeport, through
Nov. 13.
"FRANKENSTEIN", a play
adapted from the Mary Shelly
novel, tonight at 6:30 in the Campus Center Lobby. Free.
"TH E ROCKY HORROR
SHOW" Halloween Special in
Gonzaga Aud. 7 & 9:30. $1.

Stepping
Out
JRJ
Zzzz...Are they gone yet? Have all the parents left? Can I come
out of my room and be cool again?

Wednesday, Nov. 2

Atrocious weekend. My father rode the choo-choo train five
times and wouldn't get off. He sat there in front with his 'Ye Old
Tavern' softball jacket on and his Schaefer hat cocked on the back
of his head. "Just taking in the fall foilage," he kept babbling. My
mother still can't get Gonzaga straight. She keeps insisting on getting a chili dog in Gonzales Hall. She thinks campus is just so quaint
and so lovely and the girls so cute and so adorable. "Lots of pretty
blue eyes, dear, lots of pretty blue eyes." Little does she know that
half of those eyes are tinted with contacts and the other half turn
brown when the mouth opens.

"SCHLITZ-NITE" in the StagHer Inn. 9 p.m.
"NEW ENGLAND WOODWIND QUINTET", sponsored by
the Evenings of Music in the Oak
Room at 8:30 p.m. Free.

With the parental formality behind us, it's time to creep back into
the dark and seedy side of life. The one and the only holiday of the
year which gives us the opportunity to get drunk, to be obnoxious
and to make an ass out of ourselves all at the same time is here. It's
Halloween and some graphic costume suggestions for the Rugby
Dance in the Joke Room on Saturday are in order.

Sunday, Oct. 30

"LECTURE ON AMERICAN
ART" from the Woodward Collection. Yale University Art Gallery,
2-5 p.m.
"SHAME" and "THE PASSION
OF ANNA^ at Westport Country
Playhouse tonight and tomorrow.
7:30 & 9:20.

11

Coming-Up
"SLEUTH" opens Nov. 11 at
Fairfield Playhouse.
"PILGRIMAGE TO THE MEDIEVAL WORLD". A tour of the
Cloisters with Gertrude Grace Sill.
Nov. 9.

For the male on campus whose year-round image is one of "cool
breeze macho man," try this one on for size. Put on a dark brown,
knee-length trench coat with the buttons and zipper missing. Wear
a crumpled visored hat, black, unbuckled galoshes and carry a
folded week-old newspaper. Walk up to Julie Hall, stand strategically in the hallway, yell 'fire' and lay a 10-second "flash" on them.
For the guy who is really into being a total jerk, wrap your body in
off-white vinyl fabric, dip yourself in vasoline, prick a hole in the
top of your head and shoot off a water pistol every 10 minutes.
For the girls, I suggest that all of them follow the trend set by the
lovely princess in "Star Wars". Wrap your hair in donuts around
your ears, put on a slinky, silky, sexy white dress and be cold.
As for myself, I'm going as Superman, who disguised as Clark
Kent, is really a mild mannered reporter who works for the great
metropolitan newspaper, The Mirror.

JRJ's Medical Fact

¥■¥■*

IflUGHOuT
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The circumference of the naval is larger when measured with the
tongue rather than the finger.

A midget belonging to a
circus got on the sleeper
at Chicago to New York.
He had an upper berth.
He went into the diner
and drank a large cup of
coffee. About two hours
later the man in the lower
berth rang violently for
the porter.
"Porter!" he complained. "I can't sleep.
Someone
is
pacing
overhead."

DISCOUNT
LIQUOR & WINES
$$ OCTOBER SAVINGS* $$
CAPRI
NYS
CHAMPAGNE

RON RICO
RUM
Monday, Halloween Night, an adaptation of Mary Sheely's
Frankenstein" will be presented in the Campus Center Lobby at 6:30
p.m. Written & directed by Oakley Hall III (right), "Frankenstein"
will be sponsored jointly by the English Lit. Society and English Dept.

"Wine & Cheese Restaurant"

iLiMl
«Vv
Jit
iiMnV /Li/ /!*
kr /
HOMEMADE BREADS, VEGATABLE PIES & SOUPS'
^Ml l\ III ENTERTAINMENT WED.-SUN.l)//^ |
Y)PEN MIKE TUES.—CALL FOR INFORMATI

$4.95 fifth

VINYA
ROSE

$5.36
1 /2 gal.

$2.61
4/5 qt.

J&B
SCOTCH
$9.57 qt.

WOLFSCHMIDT CALVERT
VODKA 80
EXTRA
$9.85
$5.76 qt.

1 /2 gal.

JOHNNY BALLANTINES
WALKER
SCOTCH
$7.37
RED
$9.69 qt.

OUR OWN
AMARETTO
$3.95 fifth

4/5 qt.

GILBEYS
GIN
$4.66
fifth

OUR OWN
CALIFORNIA TABLE
WINES
$3.99 gal.

MANY MORE LOW! PRICES

SHOP & COMPARE
at

Meet you at

iquor Barrel

APs Place
BAR—GRILL
POST RD.
FAIRFIELD
iStfkrfktfkuvukVkribvvvktfi?'

THE FAIRFIELD STORE
1499 Post Road at the center of Fairfield
Open Friday evenings until nine o 'clock

FREE DELIVERY
259-1764
*plus sales tax
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Boos

How to convince
Mom and Dad to buy you
a prepaid Traihvays ticket home
Check boxes, clip out, mail to parents.

r

~\ 1
Dear Mom and Dad,

To the party who started the axe
murderer story. Because of you,
there was a slight wave of hysteria
throughout the campus. You had
better watch out—some sickie
might make the so-called prediction come true on you!

Things are swell here at college except, of course, the
food, which is so bad that I'm □ down to 91 lbs. □ living on
salted water □ sending samples to the biology lab D hoping
you'll buy me a prepaid Trailways ticket home to get a decent
meal.
I sure could go for some of Mom's good ol' □ apple pie
□ Riz de Veau a la Financiere D blood transfusions □ Trailways tickets paid for at your local station and picked up at
mine.
Dad, next time we get together, I want to tell you
□ about my part-time job □ how I suddenly realized what a
truly wise and magnanimous fellow you are □ where I left
your car last New Year's Eve □ thanks for making this trip
possible with a prepaid Trailways ticket.
I also need some advice on □ a personal matter Dmy
backhand □ where one can hire decent servants these days
□ how to separate you from a few bucks for a prepaid Trailways ticket.
Got to sign off now and go □ to class □ to pieces
□ drop three or four courses □ to the Trailways station to
see if anyone sent me a prepaid ticket to get out of here for
the weekend.
Love,

To the brunch served at Xavier
Hall last Saturday. Believe it or
not, we are out of high school and
prefer not to return: most college
guys no longer fit at kiddie tables.
To the Schlitz poster in the
Stag-her. It attracts the business
of male beer-drinkers-but what
about the girls? How about equal
time?

Cheers

To Bob Schumm and Jack Bello
for doing some good investigative
work by calling Jean Dixon. Many
Fairfield girls are indebted to you
for saving their sanity. Many
Fairfield boys are indebted to you
for keeping the girls here on
Halloween weekend!

P. S.. Just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket, tell
them who it's for and where I am. I pick the ticket up here
when I go to catch the bus.

To all of the parents who came to
Fairfield to check up on Son and
Daughter. The dorm rooms have
never been so free of empties.

There is a $5 service charge for prepaid tickets. The user will be notified by the nearest Trailways terminal when the ticket is ready. Prepaid
round-trip tickets are good for one year from the date of purchase. Prepaid one-way tickets are good for 60 days from the date of purchase.

|

|

^railways
For more information call Trailways

334-2116

To the food served to parents last
Saturday. It proved to them the
"fine quality" of Macke food.
Now they understand why we
complain.

To the Regis and Northwest
parties for once again providing a
great place of rendez-vous for
freshmen.
Upperclassmen —
please keep your hands off the
fire extinguishers.
We welcome suggestions and
contributions for this column.
Address all correspondence to
Box 1253 or The Mirror office,
Loyola 11F.
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Of GHOSTS, GOBLINS
and WITCHES
by Lynn Lomaglio
Out of the chill mist on the 31st
of October emerges a troop of
goblins, ghosts, and witches
which ruthlessly attacks streets,
homes, stores and parked cars
with savage weapons: shaving
cream, toilet paper, soap, eggs,
and sacks filled with flour. After
their annual attack they go about
small towns begging candy and
small change from homeowners
who, eager to pacify the
michevious little mongrels, provide them with the most mouth
watering candy bars and the most
luscious lolly pops throughout
the day and night of the 31st.
Certain people are unusually
generous on Halloween. For
instance, the man with the brand
new Lincoln Continental parked
in the driveway has a very free
hand with the chocolate bars
when a grinning little goblin with
a can of shaving cream appears
on his doorstep with the question
"trick or treat?" The man with the
newly painted garage door also

hands out generously to all those
little ghosts with egg cartons
tucked under their white sheet.
Such is the atmosphere of
Halloween in a suburban neighborhood, but usually about
midnight, most of the trick-ortreaters hop onto their broomsticks and fly expressly through
the streets, landing softly in bed
twenty to thirty minutes later.
Several years later, when our
little ghosts, goblins and witches
are sent off to college, they carry
with them their Halloween
traditions. Many still beg candy
off
the
local
townspeople
although now their begging is
sincere, because the chocolate
bars and lolly pops are now
needed to supplement the half
eaten
cafeteria meals. Yes,
college goblins
still
attend
Halloween parties although there
are now a few variations of the
Halloween party theme. The cider
is left to ferment for a few weeks
and apples for bobbing float in
vats of beer rather than in water.

At the college level Halloween
stories
have
become
more
"Sophisticated." On the Fairfield
campus, it has been recently
rumored that Jeanne Dixon, the
renowned predicter of the future,
had predicted that twenty-one
axe murders were to take place
around the time of Halloween on
a small Jesuit college campus in
southern Connecticut.
Once out of coliege and settled
in well-paying jobs, our little
ghosts, goblins, and witches have
all become prominent citizens.
However, every October 31st, the
now distinguished doctors, lawyers,
and
executives
attend
Halloween costume parties as
scarecrows, monsters, and rag
dolls or in their traditional garb of
the ghost, goblin, or witch.
Halloween seems to bring out
the bit of ghost, goblin, or witch
in all of us, and regardless of age
and occupation, most people
gladly join in on the Halloween
festivities.

Core cont. from page 3
ing on how core courses are
taught."
Concerning continued work on
changing the core, Dr. Stabile believes "change can come from
within the faculty" but he perceives that "the majority of the
faculty will only react positively
to changes that will not too negatively affect their own area." If
change is to be reconsidered
"there has to be some initiative to
get them going on a new plan,"
according to Dr. Stabile. He feels
that external pressure placed on
the faculty would have a positive
effect in expediting curriculum
change. Stabile further stated:
"The faculty may only react positively when -they see enrollment
dramatically lowered" because of
dissatisfaction with the present
core, adding, "Every change we've
had is when outside evidence is so
crushing."
University President Rev. Thomas R. Fitzgerald responded to the
faculty's defeat of revision saying,
"I think what happened there (at
the General Faculty Meeting) was
good. The proposed changes
would not have solved our difficulties." Fr. Fitzgerald said, "I was
personally opposed to the proposed changes. I felt that they
were the wrong changes." When
asked what he saw wrong with the
proposal, the president answered
with a chuckle, "Ten courses and
ten subjects had no clearly defined purpose. I was not persuaded at all that it was a realistic proposal but that does not mean I am
satisfied with the present core."
Regarding further attempts to
change the core, Fr. Fitzgerald
emphasized, "The change needed
is clarity in what we are trying to
do in each of the five areas of
core." When asked where the
process of change should come
from now, he cited the Curriculum
Committee. "I urge the Curriculum Committee to give clear definition to the purposes of the core.
They have a chance to take a fresh
start," commented Fr. Fitzgerald,
"I can't promise that they will,
that's up to them."
Asked whether he thought the
faculty may be in a position of
stalemate over curriculum change
and whether it may require administrative action to see that change
is worked on in the general interest without delay, Fr. Fitzgerald
drew the following parallel: "The
faculty was bogged down for four
years with revision of the Faculty
Handbook. I was able to help
them...and we finally have a Faculty Handbook. I can't supercede the Curriculum Committee,
but I may be able to help them."

Greesh Blouse
A softly falling blouse, gently gathered at the
neck and wrists with fine cord drawstrings tasseled at the ends. There are five rows of detailed, hand-embroidered shadow work on the
front and more embroidery on the back and
sleeves. In sheer, light Indian kurta fabric. In
white (10), black (01). or natural (14). One size
fits all. $9.99 k

now only
_

$9.9 _

BOUTIQUE
1
OF INDIA "

3880 Main St., Bridgeport
(just north of Merritt Theater)
374-8425
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-8
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Witchv Women of the
Past and Present
by S. Roughley
The small, country town of Fairfield, marked by tree lined streets
and lush fields, has had a history of harboring the "Devil's Own."
Both Fairf ield's past and present has been terrorized by the presence
of alleged witch covens.
Massachusetts had its infamous Salem witch trials, but Fairfield
had its echo—the Witch Panic of 1692. It began with now medically
explainable seizures and convulsions, which were claimed to be the
diabolical dealings of several townswomen, and which led to a
massive public hysteria.
These women were believed to eat the flesh of infants, drink
bloody wine and dance under the moon at midnight rituals. A
glance from a witch was believed to have the power to inflict
mental anguish and physical torment on the victim. The victims
claimed that these witches often appeared at the foot of their beds
at midnight in fantastic guise to "do the Devil's work."
Witch-hunting was ruthlessly pursued after the Church declared
that "no one shall suffer a witch to live." With this proclamation
numerous women were charged with consorting with the Devil and
were brought to trial. Those accused of witchcraft were bound hand
and foot and placed in a local water pond. If the accused did not
sink she was a witch under the theory that she had renounced her
Baptism and the water would not accept her. One woman who was
confirmed of being a witch after she "floated like a cork," was
alleged to have been executed on the site between the present
towns of Bridgeport and Fairfield. After several accidental
drownings and hangings of innocent women, the water test was
declared an illegal superstition in Fairfield and was abolished. After
the witch frenzy in Fairfield, accusations almost disappeared and
there were no more executions in Connecticut.
However, the abolition of witch executions did not signal the end
of Devil worship. According to an article in the New York Times
dated October 1969, a Hampshire witch, Sybil Leek, who emigrated
to the United States, is reported as saying that she knows of 400
existing covens in Britain. In the same year, the Wall Street Journal
quoted Mr. Anton LaVey, technical advisor in the film "Rosemary's
Baby," as saying that the "Church" he founded three years before
the filming of the movie had grown to a membership of 7,000.
Devil worship, or Satanism, had found its followers among the
impressionable youth and was steadily increasing. Modern
occultism swept college campuses and it was rumored that last year
a witch coven practiced in Fairfield University's South East
dormitory. However, Security had no knowledge of this rumor and
could not confirm it. Another unconfirmable rumor circulating
Fairfield's campus last year concerned the powers of telekinesis, or
material possession. Furniture in a student's room in Loyola dorm
apparently was incited to erratic movement in the student's
presence. These rumors were not substantiated and were soon
forgotten.
The history of witchcraft in Fairfield is one which is incompatible
with its scenic appearance. Amidst the many magnificent estates
and rolling green hills there existed demonic practices and extreme,
extensive witch hunts. No one today would dream of re-introducing
witch hunts such as those which took place in the seventeenth
century, but there are those who still perform Devil worship here in
Fairfield.

master charge

THE SALT OF THE EARTH YE MODERN'

HERB SHOP

THAT'S A HEAD SHOP
THAT'S A FLOWER SHOP
THAT'S A JEWELRY SHOP
LARGEST SELECTION OF HERBS IN NEW ENGLAND
10% discount on all bongs with this ad.
255-4004 Hours: Open Mon.-Sat.
9
3-m-_5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

15 SHERMAN AVE., FAIRFIELD, CT.
(Comer of Reef Road)

PRE WASHED

DENIM JEANS

$15 to $20

$11 to $14

$8t0$12

$5t0$7

$5.99

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT • DAT ♦ LSAT ♦ GMAT
GREOCATVATSAT
NWIBUUIIECFMGFLEXVQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

Complete Tape Facilities for Review and
Supplementary Purposes
There IS a difference!
For Information Please Call:
101 WHITNEY AVE.
NEW HAVEN, CT. 06511
789-1169

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

For Locations in Other Cities CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

NOVELTY TYPE

KNIT JEAN SHIRTS
FAMOUS BRAND
BETTER DRESS
SLACKS

-.-

AA

$1.99

8t0
$27.50
511 to $15 $5.99

VESTERN & IEGULAR
STYLE SPORT SHIRTS $i5

eo AO
$9&$

i° $0.3 J

In some cases intermediate markdowns have been taken.

e casual male
Fairfield
Fairfield Woods Plaza
2367 Black Rock Turnpike
Store Hrs. 10-9 Mon.-Sat. 12-5 Sun.
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Doc Dougherty

Booter Loss Skid Hits Nine

Rugby Club Saved
By Student Services
These days, it is popular among students to criticize Student Services. Deidre O'Conner notwithstanding, one of the safest things a
Fairf ield student can do is to knock Student Services. The restrictions
on drinking are a social abomination, according to most students.
However, I think that the prevalent student hostility towards
STudent Services is a result of the prevalent student ignorance of
what Student Services is about.
Many think that Student Services is composed of a bunch of Puritans who fear that "...somewhere, sometime, someone may be having a good time." This is a common misconception. The fact is, if you
haven't figured it out yet, that Student Services does want people to
have a good time. All they ask is that it be done tastefully. When social gatherings are consistently in poor taste (as they were in poor
taste last year), Student Services must step in and restrict them, to
protect the reputation of Fairfield University and to protect those
who don't want to get swept along with the flow.
When Student Services imposes these restrictions it is also trying
to instill a sense of what is correct in the outside world, the Real
World. For those who haven't caught on yet, there are things that are
not cool to do in any context. Leaving your lunch in the bathroom
sink is one example. When things of that nature happen, Student
Services must step in and correct the offender. That's its job. If Student Services puts the clamps on a few inconsiderate Dionysians
then so much the better. Many people don't know how to act in a
civilized manner, and these should be restricted.
In Civilization And Its Discontents Sigmund Freud described the
need for societal restrictions on the "naked libido" (in Freud's theory
the libido was the animal-like energy-giving force in the human personality). Without restrictions, Freud said, society would be chaotic.
Without restrictions, I say, Fairfield would be chaotic. When the
"discontents" on a college campus create just a little bit of havoc (as
they did last year) Student Services must step in (as they did this
year) and try to create a little bit of order.
It should be noted that the current drinking restrictions did not
originate in a vacuum. I conjecture that Student Services created the
drinking restrictions with an eye towards last year's many distasteful
social events. The restrictions are a reaction rather than a dogmatic
policy. This should be noted well.
Student Services is not all negative, hot all restrictive. I recently
wrote an article describing the Rugby Club's financial probation. In
my opinion the terms of the probation are going to improve the management of the Rugby Club to a great degree. The probation is a constructive teaching device designed to help the Rugby Club take better care of its money.
The probation is not the only thing that Student Services did for
the Rugby Club. The probation assured the continuing existence of
the Rugby Club, which would no longer exist without the vote of confidence from Student Services.
Student Services knew that the Rugby Club is one of the most vital
social institutions on campus. The Ruggers provide a good entertainment in Saturday afternoon games and usually a good beach
party on Saturday nights. Student Services is not ignorant of this.
Rather, these in Student Services want it to continue. When Student
Services did the Rugby Club a favor, it did Fairfield University a favor also.
In closing, it should be said that Student Services is not perfect; it
makes mistakes. Yet I believe that in the long run it makes Fairfield
University a better place to go to school. Many of its rules are unpopular, and probably will remai n so among those ignorant of its
purpose in the University community. Its lack of popular sanction,
though, does not lessen its role as a constructive agent at Fairfield.
Throughout history, programs which are designed to be ultimately
constructive are often unpopular if they are immediately restrictive.
In my opinion, the widespread lack of support for Student Services is
a result of the ignorance of the students.

by Tony Tarnell
As the Fairfield University
soccer teams season dwindles
down to its final contests, so did
their record continue its downward skid as the booters dropped
two more games last week,
bringing their record to 0-9-1.
The first of these losses came
last Thursday via Quinnipiac
College. The Stags, like they have

!i:Ssi

Sophomore John O'Mealia tries to maneuver around a Quinnipiac de:
fender in last week's soccer action. Neither John nor his teammates had
much luck finding the goal as they were blanked twice. (Photo by Frank
Godfrey) •

^FAIRFIELD
U.NIT0
Free Admission with ID

^ofl^

featuring TRINITY II
&&&*■
with Mike O'Brien & Chris King *

Friday & Saturday Oct. 28 & 29

OLD #7

Country Swing

* TIN #

in the past 4 games, came out
very strong, and dominated play
for the entire first half of the
game. Good end to end play by
the entire team, and especially
the forwards and the half-backs
made the Stags look brilliant on
occasion. Capt. Tom Eagan along
with Freshman Blake Payton and
Phil Kreski, worked beautiful man
to man passes, and came close to
scoring several times. Half-backs

Bob Kennedy, Jay Degoia, and
Rayne Herzog
played with
stunning accuracy, as they
extinguished the fire in Quinnipiacs offence.
In the second half, the stags
slackened play and seemed to
slow down quite a bit. Full-backs
Mike Thompson, Randy Kowanski, and Bill Gourveia made
heroic attempts to stand off the
Braves of Quinnipiac, but at 9
minutes of the second half, the
Braves tallied the one and only
goal of the contest. Final
score:Quinnipiac 1 Fairfield 0.
The other loss came at the
hands of the Purple Knights of
University of Bridgeport. This
match saw the Stags out classed
throughout. U.B. a strong team in
Connecticut soccer, always manages to move the ball well, and to
baffle their opponents with a
multiplicity of plays. The Stags
defense did manage to hang
tough throughout the entire
contest. Ken Donovan, who is
back in net after breaking several
bones in his hand on September
28th, turned away countless
shots. Capt. Thompson played a
brilliant game at fullback thus
allowing the game not to turn
into a runaway victory for U.B.
Final Score:The Purple Knights 3
Stags 0.
The Stags have now lost nine
consecutive matches. In these
contests, the Stags have only
managed to tally a total of nine
goals, as opposed to 38 goals
scored by their opponents. True
the Stags are a very young team,
fielding 5 freshman on the
starting team, but with the talent
they do possess, they should be
playing a higher level of Soccer
than they presently are playing.

Sports Shorts

The Third Annual Fred Barakat
Coaches and Players' Clinic will
be held on Sunday, Nov. 6 from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Fairfield
University gym.
The clinic will be highlighted
by the presence of two of the
East's finest college basketball
coaches. On hand to present
lectures and answer questions
will be George Blaney of Holy
Cross College, the defending New
England ECAC Regional Champion, and Mike Krzyzewski of
Army.
Krzyzewski will open the event
with a lecture on the "Army
Motion Offense," and later speak
on "Pressure Man to Man Defense
and Drills."
In the afternoon coach Blaney
will lecture on the topics "Control
Offense," and the "Holy Cross
Full-Court Zone Press." Question
and answer periods will follow
the lectures.
The day will close out with
coach
Barakat
of
Fairfield
discussing "Offensive and Defensive Digressions."
The Fairfield University varsity
will be used to demonstrate all
drills.
Registration will open at 8:30
a.m. or any interested players or
coaches may register in advance
by
contacting
the
athletic
department at Fairfield.

During the weeks since classes
began candidates for the tennis
team have been out on the courts
daily trying to make the team. At
long last the trials are over and
the students who will make up
the tennnis team have been
selected. During the remaining
days of good (?) weather Dr.
Grassi will be trying to work on
doubles play. As he sees it singles
playing takes care of itself but
good doubles playing needs a lot
of work. The team members for
the year are: (1) Tom Colder,
senior and captain, (2) Jim
O'Hara, senior, (3) Brian Kelley,
senior, (4) Brian Beusse, junior,
(5) Doug Williams, sophomore,
(6) Greg Magner, (7) Ed Poirot, (8)
Jeff
MacNamera,
(9)
Mark
McNeiece and (10) Brian Dutzer.
Numbers 6 thru 10 are freshmen
and Coach Grassi believes this
augers well for the future.
As Coach Grassi sees it, the
tennis team should have a
winning season for he has strong
singles players and by working
now on doubles playing he
should have strong doubles
teams.

"I don't want him to die, but I
wish they'd take him off the
air,"—Lillian Carter, mother of
the president, on having to listen
to Howard Cosell on the World
Series telecasts.

While most Fairfield students
were sleeping soundly early
Saturday morning, the Women's
Field Hockey Team journeyed up
to Holy Cross to test their skill
against a very experienced and
talented Crusaders' team. Fairfield suffered a defeat of 6-0 at
the hands of the Crusaders, thus
making their record 3-2.
The Crusaders overpowered
Fairfield during the first of play
with their expert" stickwork
proving too much for the
Stagettes. However, even though
five goals were scored against
Fairfield, they came back very
strongly in the second half and
kept Holy Cross from scoring
more than one goal.
Although Fairfield did lose this
game, the girls have tremendous
spirit and are more than hopeful
for a win in their next encounter
against Central Conn, on Oct. 24
at 3:30.

Sports This Week:
Today: Field Hockey at UB
Women'sTennisat UB
Saturday: Football at Hartford
Soccer at Fordham
Tuesday Field Hockey vs. Conn
College
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Gridders Drop Another
by Mike Robinson
Fairfield suffered its fifth defeat
in six games last Saturday, losing
to a tough Stonehill squad 41-8.
Stonehill, using its big play offense scored on their first twp posessions, taking advantage of
breakdowns in the Stag defense to
take a quick 14-0 lead.
However, on the ensuing kickoff, Vinny O'Brien raced 92 yards
on a reverse behind a wall of
blockers (Mark Hudak and Brian
Muldoon in particular) for a
touchdown which temporarily put
Fairfield back in the game. Quarterback Craig Leach then tossed
for the two point conversion to
senior split end Brian Murphy,
thus accounting for all the Fairfield points on the afternoon.
Later in the half, the Stags penetrated deep into Stonehill territory thanks to the running of
Junior Joe Mindour (13 carries, 58

yards) and the receiving of Jim
Anderson (4 catches 47 yards).
But the drive staJled as placekickers Al Franzi's 36 yard field goal
attempt was wide. The score at
halftime remained 14-8.
But the second half was all
Stonehill, as they capitalized on
costly mistakes and turnovers on
the Stag offense. They scored four
more times, two of which came on
punt returns.
Despite the lopsided score,
there were some bright spots for
the Stags. For the first time this
season the team rushed for over
100 yards, behind Mindour, Anderson and Tom Gionfriddo (five
carries, 20 yards). And Anderson,
the junior split end, is among the
leaders in receiving of the N.F.
N.C.F.A. with 23 receptions good
for 382 yards.

Jay Nagle
« ■

Buffalo 20 at Seattle 17.Right
off the bat, The Crummy Game of
the Week. Each team has won
only one game. Both teams are
several years and many good
players away from being competitive, and both are unfortunately
stuck in two of the leagues toughest divisions. At least the game is
in Seattle where the Kingdome
will make the players feel comfortable.
C hicago 14 at Green Bay 13.
This game was strongly considered for Crummy Game. I can
not figure out Bears at all. I've lost
every week on them. Maybe this
week they'll come through.
Packers had a tough time last
week against Tampa. Bears QB
Bob Avellini injured against Atlanta and is doubtful for Sunday.
Should be a typical dull Blark and

The Girls Field Hockey team suffered a miserable defeat on Saturday as they were shut out by Holy
Cross 6-0. However on Monday they bounced back to defeat Central Conn. 2-1, on a goal in the
game's last ten seconds. (Photo by Frank Godfrey)

. But Don't Bet On It

Blue Division Contest.
Dallas 31 Detroit 14. Undefeated Cowboys continue to
steam toward Playoffs. Amazing
Rookie Tony Dorsett averages 6V2
yards every t'me he carries the
ball, but lately he's shown a tendency to fumble it. This is the best
team in Football, and is my pick to
go all the way in the Super Bowl.
Lions were leading in race for
Wild Card spot, that is until they
fell to previously winless 49ers.
Philadelphia 13 at Washington
7. My Eagles get back on the track
after back to back losses. They
have best defensive record in their
division and that includes Dallas
and Washington. They have the
best Middle Linebacker in game in
Bill Bergey. Not many willing to
dispute that. Redskins are hurting.
They have lost two games to Giants and George Aliens' "Over the
Hill" gang may be exactly that.
Redskin fans are disgusted with
Billy Kilmer, and rightly so, he's
been pathetic. Another loss at
home will be disastrous for them.

A DIFFERENT

C incinnatti 24 Houston 17.
Bengals should return to winning
ways Sunday, seeking to break
three game losing streak. Their
depth is shown by the fact they
have former Ohio State backfield
sitting on bench: Pete Johnson
and Hieseman Trophy winner Archie Griffin. Oilers got off to
quick start, and have been quiet
ever since. Coach Bum Phillips is
reportedly on his way out in
Houston if he can't produce a winner this year. Maybe he should
start looking for another job.
Oakland 21 at Denver 17. What
a game. Although Raiders are
struggling, I don't believe they are
as bad a team as they've shown in
last two weeks. They are looking
to rebound from embarrasing performances against Broncs and
Jets. They have pride, revenge and
The Snake going for them this
week. Loss would mean that they
would
just about concede
Western Title of AFC to Broncos
and battle it out with five other
clubs for the Wild Card Spot. I
have to believe that Denver is for
real. Along with Dallas, they are
the only undefeated team in Football. Craig Morton has found new
life there. Their defense intercepted Kenny Stabler seven
times in last meeting, but that
won't happen again.

Pittsburgh 23 at Baltimore 17.
Second consecutive loss for Colts,
who have been hurt badly by injuries this year. QB Bert Jones
misses the presence of speedster
Roger Carr. Defensive front four
which used to be known as the
"Sack Pack" is now lacking sacks.
For Pitt, Terry Bradshaw continues
to play hurt and is performing
well. They may have the finest and
most explosive receivers in league
headed by Lynn Swann and John
Stallworth. Steeler secondary has
been victimized at times this year,
and will need to watch out for
Bert Jones'aerials.
Miami 21 San Diego 14. A
Dolphin victory will complicate
AFC East standings. Dolphin success has surprised many this year.
They had been hurt by player
defection, retirement and criminal
arrests, but Don Shu la had
youngsters groomed for this
situation and they are playing
well. Chargers trying to recover
from upset loss to KC, need this
one to keep pace with Denver and
Oakland.
San Francisco 17 Tampa Bay 7.
Forty Niners captured their first
victory last week. This was a contender for Weeks Crummy Game.
Poor Tampa, will they ever win a
game?

PHONE

255-1596

The Store With Everything

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANTS

for the anywhere look

10% OFF WITH F.U. STUDENT I.D.

Size 8 Slim to 50 Big & Tall
Levi'sfor Feet
1079 High Ridge Rd.

1222 Old Kings Highway Cut-0f1

FASHION PLAZA
STAMFORD

CIRCLE PLAZA
FAIRFIELD

OpenMon. & Thurs. til 9
322-4032

Open Thurs. - Fri. til 9
255-0417

If that money mom and dad left you last weekend is burning a hole in your pocket, keep it
until Friday, Oct. 28 when you can buy a
sweatshirt from the Fairfield University bookstore. And at the same time contribute 50
cents to the United Way. That's right, for every
sweatshirt sold the bookstore will contribute
50 cents to the fund. So please support the
United Way, because with your help it's working.

We Give

ANTHONY CAPOTORTO
PROPRIETOR

(10% Discount Excludes Beer)

116 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD. CONN.

FAIRFIELD
CLEANERS

! Tailors Clip
and
Launderers!
& Bring This Ad
For FREE DISCOUNT CARD
1580 Post Road
Next to Trading Post
255-1068

Hours of Toil
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Stereo One

The Brick Walk 1229 Post Road. Fairfield. Connecticut 06430
Telephone 255-5939

i

• Luxman
• JVC

i

•nOs

jj
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• Setton

• Discwasher
• Rotel
• Avid
• Sonus
And more

• Audio-Technica
• Sony Portables
• Sanyo Car Stereo
• Sanyo Portables

We have complete systems as low as $289.00. All major credit cards accepted
Easy credit terms arranged
We have your stylus
Callus 255-5939
The Brickwalk— 1229 Post Rd Fairfield

UnibedWay
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"Stereo One offers SOUND value for your Dollars "
Mon. -Sat.

10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Wed. open til 9

-

C ieveland 27 Kansas C ity 17.
I like the Browns, they're very
good to me this season. They will
be going head to head in seasons
second half with Pittsburgh for
AFC Central Title. They can score
points in bunches, but also give up
plenty. Chiefs pulled mild upset
last week by scoring twice in final
minutes to stun Chargers. Former
WFL reject
Tony Adams has
replaced Mike Livingston as KC
QB, for what that's worth.
Los Angeles 31 New Orleans 10.
Wouldn't think that at this stage
of the season Rams would be tied
for first with Falcons. They crushed Minnesota on Monday Night,
thanks to a big night from little
Pat Haden, who has taken away
QB duties from Joe Namath. Ram
rookie Billy Waddy is both exciting and dangerous on special
teams and as wide receiver, where
he's filling in for injured Ron Jessie. Saints were miserable in loss
to Cards last week, giving up 49
points. They are now faced with
the problem of replacing Archie
Manning, who suffered his annual
shoulder injury Sunday.
Minnesota 13 at Atlanta 10.
Vikes are still a good squad, but
they have a tough time winning
games outside of their own
division. They were destroyed by
Rams Monday. Fran Tarkenton usually musters up enough to pull
out the close ones. Atlanta continues to win with tough defense,
and would love to beat (not upset)
a quality team in order to prove
they're for real.
New England 24 New York Jets
17. Pats want revenge for early
season loss to unbelievable New
Yorkers. They are slowly beginning to play up to pre season expectations, having drubbed
Baltimore last Sunday. Can't say
enough about amazing Jets. They
are playing best football since
their Super Bowl Championship
nearly a decade ago. Only their
kicking game cost them upset victory over Oakland. Comparisons
between Richard Todd and Joe
Namath were inevitable after the
formers incredible performance
Sunday. They also may be deserved. He can only get better as
season and career progresses.
Monday Night
St. Louis 21 New York Giants 20.
Cardinal offense is beginning to
show signs of former brilliance,
but defense remains suspect.
Giants beat Redskins last week
stretching* their winning streak to
two games. Sub-par Monday
Night Game, go to the Oak Room
instead.
Last Week: 10-4, .710
Overall: 47-23, .675
Last Weeks Best Bet: Pittsburgh
24, Houston 10, Steelers won 2710.
Last Weeks Worst Bet: Detroit 23,
San Francisco 14, 49ers won 28-7.
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SPORTS

Red Ruggers Sweep Three
by Red Woods

Golfers
End
Season
by Tim Buckley
The Fairfield University golf
team finished up their fall season
by competing in the recent ECAC
and New England championships.
Bruno DiBiasi came through as
the top finisher for the Fairfield
team in the two day ECAC
tournament with a top twenty
finish in the large field. DiBiasi
finished with a total of 156 in the
tournament which was held at the
Hampden
Country
Club
in
Chicopee, Mass.
At the New England's, Senior
Steve Halsich showed his true
colors, leading the Stag quintet in
the rain hampered tourney. Due
to the weather, the match which
was originally scheduled for two
days, was knocked down to a
single day event, and Halsich
finished with a 79, just five shots
off the Medalists pace, and a 16th
place finish in a field of more
than 220.
The rest of the Fairfield players
were in the 80% with DiBiasi
again making himself a name,
finishing second in the five man
Fairfield team. Steve Braga, Tom
Guarcello and Todd Spillane
made up the rest of the Fairfield
team, coached by Dr. Tony Costa.
For the golfers, it is abit of a
rest period for the winter months,
but as soon as the temp rises, and
the snow melts, you can bet that
they will be outdoors swinging
their sticks for an all important
spring season.
In college golf, it is the spring
season which actually is the key
season, so the golfers will be
priming themselves for the many
championships
they
will
be
competing for. Fairfield will have
the services of these five players
in the spring, in addition to a few
more capable swingers as the
team is expanded to seven players
in the spring. Already scheduled
for the spring matches are six
individual matches with other
schools and five other team
tournaments. The Stags and Costa
are working on getting not only a
home course of their own,
something they have lacked of
late, but also set up a tournament
of their own to host for the
upcoming season.
After a successful fall season, it
should prove to be quite an
exciting spring season, and could
well turn out to be the finest golf
team which the Fairfield school
has sported.

The Fairfield red ruggers put on
a great show for parents weekend
by sweeping all three games last
Saturday.
Fairfields first side
hosted Norwich military academy
while the second and third sides
played Rockway rugby club. The
crisp, clear fall weather and
parents day crowd provided a fine
setting for the match.
The B. side wasted no time
showing that they were on the
field to play some crushing rugby.
Sophomore standoff Kevin Cochran looked very tough breaking
through for the Stags first try. The
team coasted on "Cockys" score
till the end of the first half.
Pat Carter, a sophomore wing,
spent the afternoon running all
over the Rockway back field.
Carter finally got it all together
with a sixty yard run; John
Gerrings conversion was successful bringing the score to 10-0. The
stags held the score to make it a
final.
The ruggers first side had a hard
act to follow. Their spirits flew
high taking the field they knew
they had to strike quickly against
the hard hitting Norwich troops.
Mark Murphy was the first to
cross the Norwich try line. The
team had brought the ball way
down into the opposite territory
making the job easy. The ball
traveled quickly out the line to
Murphy on the wing who got
around end taking it in for the try.
Co-captain John Sherman matched his fine leadership with
headsup play putting up a perfect
pop kick to his teammate Murphy
who was able to scoop it up and
race the bail in for his second
score. Kevin Sullivan added the
two pt. conversion. The stags
were content to sit on their 10-0
lead till half time.
The second half action started
as quickly as the first. Fullback

Ray McCaffrey is known as one of the Ruggers hardest hitters. Here he administers a bone jarring tackle to
one of the Norwich scrum, causing him to cough up the ball. (Photo by Frank Godfrey)
Brian Flynn showed some fancy
passing skills with Artie McCoy.
Flynn made a move and romped
into the endzone. Tom Consigli
drilled the ball through the
uprights to make the game take
on the looks of a rout. The score
stood
at
16-0 till
Norwich
answered with a hard fought
scrum score. Then again they
crossed the Stags goal line to
bring their tally to 8 points. Tom
Consigli decided to add some
;
nsurance in the tally to 8 points,
game by kicking two field goals
each from about the 25-yard line.
When the final whistle blew the
score was 22-8.

Although it appears that Mark Murphy is running away from team mate
John Sherman he is actually on his way to scoring in first of two trys in
the A's victory over Norwhich Saturday. (Photo by Frank Godfrey)

Jim Wehr was hitting so hard
that at the end of the first period
an ambulance was called to the
field to take away one of his more
unfortunate victims, condition
unreported at the present time.
Jims bone cracking finally had an
effect on his own condition. Jim
had to leave the field suffering
from a mild concussion.
Combined with other fine
players efforts; co-captain Tom
Kerns and John Sherman leadership made the afternoons games
successful. Hard work at practice
during the week had payed off. In
the first game Bob Eilhers, Tom
Couture and Lou Dipietro all

stoood out while the A game stars
included Tom Fanning, Tom
Quigley and Ray McCaffrey, true
sickos.
For the newer players the
C-game
provided
plenty
of
action.
Pat McMab got an
excellent pass from Paul Bellow
to start off the quest for a Stag hat
trick. Bart Catalane added to the
effort with a successful conversion kick. Mike Brown brought
the ball in for another try to 10-4.
Ted Delaney had to leave the
field injured.
All in all the parents got to see
their sons play some good rugby.

The man with the Full Nelson grip on the Norwich player is big Jimbo
Wehr. Jimbo made his presence felt during Saturday's game before he
was forced to leave with a slight head injury. (Photo by Frank Godfrey)

